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PREFACE

Six separate finite element studies of horizontally framed miter gates

were completed during the period 1981-1984 to interpret the basic behavior of

conventional gates and to investigate several alternate miter gate configura-

tions. The studies of the John Hollis Bankhead Lower Miter Gate on the Black

Warrior River, Alabama, were conducted by Drs. L. Z. Emkin, K. M. Will, and

B. J. Goodno of the Georgia Institute of Technology under the direction of the

Computer-Aided Structural Engineering (CASE) Project managed by the Informa-

tion Technology Laboratory (ITL), formerly the Automation Technology Center,

US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES). Funds for the CASE

project were provided by the Engineering and Construction Directorate of the

Office, Chief of Engineers (OCE).

A seventh report was written by Messrs. Joseph P. Hartman, James D.

Gibson, and Michael D. Nelson of the CASE Project Task Group on Miter Gates.

This report summarizes and comments on the six finite element studies and

relates the studies to conventional design practices. An appendix to the

report includes a summary of the introduction and conclusions of each of the

finite element study reports. This report was designed as an overview of and

a commentary on the six separate studies to reach a broad span of readers,

thereby introducing and creating interest in the specific reports.

The summary and the following complete finite element studies are being

published separately under the series title Finite Element Studies of a Hori-

zontally Framed Miter Gate (Technical Report ITL-87-4). The six reports de-

scribing the research and its commentary are listed. For clarity in refer-

encing these studies in the summary and finite element study reports, they are

functionally numbered as shown and referred to accordingly.

Report 1. Initial and Refined Finite Element Models (Phases A, B, C).

Report 2. Simplified Frame Model (Phase D).

Report 3. Alternate Configuration Miter Gate Finite Element Studies -- Open
Sections.

Report 4. Alternate Configuration Miter Gate Finite Element Studies -- Closed
Sections.

Report 5. Alternate Configuration Miter Gate Finite Element Studies --

Additional Closed Sections.

Report 6. Elastic Buckling of Girders in Horizontally Framed Miter Gates.



Report 1 presents Phases A, B, and C of the initial and refined element

series of the studies. These investigations used both member and plate finite

elements to represent one gate leaf. Section A relates the Phase A studies as

a coarse mesh model formulated and used to predict dead load deflections. The

same model formulation was used to predict member forces and element stresses

for a variety of additional loading and support states. When the model proved

to be too flexible under dead load, a fine mesh model of two girders from the

gate leaf was prepared to study the torsional stiffness of the structure. An

analysis sequence was then formulated to represent the jacking and prestress-

ing operation required to bring the leaf to an initial plumb position.

;!, " 1 continues with an account of the Phase B work reported in Sec-

tion B. A fine mesh verification model was prepared to resolve torsional

stiffness discrepancies between the Phase A coarse mesh model and measured

field displacements. In addition, the analysis superposition procedure was

revised to permit specification of tne measured prestress values in the diag-

onals. Stress contour plots of a representative girder and force free-body

diagrams in the gudgeon and pintle areas were prepared for comparison with

hand-based analysis values used for design.

Section C describes the continuation of Phase B studies, identified as

Phase C. When a more refined model of the diagonal connection plates was

added to the Phase B coarse mesh model, Phase C was developed. Its influence

on prestressing operations, gate plumbness, and flow of forces near gudgeon

and pintle regions was determined and gate motions caused by differential

temperature effects were examined.

Report 2 explains the Phase D (simplified frame version of the Phase B

model) study of Report 1 and describes simplified frame models S1 and S2. In

these models, space frame member elements replaced all plate finite elements

in the gate leaf (except for the diagonal and strut arm connection regions).

Based on the knowledge of gate behavior gained from the plate finite element

models of Report 1, the simpler frame models appeared to be more economical to

generate and analyze as well as more useful in providing member force values

to be used in design. This report presents a comparison of gross force values

for the frame models and the plate models and makes recommendations with

respect to use of simplified models in design.

Reports 3 and 4 describe the alternate configuration miter gate finite

element models for both open and closed sections, respectively. The influence
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of a partial skin plate and a variety of frameworks added to the downstream

side of the miter gate leaf was studied. Torsional stiffness of the gate was

altered, and structure responses to dead, operational, and environmental load-

ings were changed by addition of elements to the downstream side of the gate.

Report 5 describes the behavior of additional closed section alternate

configuration miter gate finite element models. Two of the torque-tube models

studied in Report 4 were modified for further study in the final report. In

one model, the torque tubes along the top and bottom of the gate were enlarged

to enclose the two spaces between both the top three and bottom three horizon-

tal girders. In the second model, torque tubes were positioned along the

sides of the gate leaf but were reduced in size compared to earlier models.

An extra set of vertical diaphragms was added between end and first interior

diaphragms to complete the vertical torque tubes. Report 5 describes these

two models in detail and presents the results of dead load, torsional stiff-

ness, prestressing, and hydrostatic and temporal loading comparisons with pre-

vious models. Similar results are presented for a revised model II of the

Phase B Series (see Report 1) in which the cross-sectional areas of the pre-

stressing diagonals were doubled in size.

Report 6 concerns the elastic buckling of girders in horizontally framed

miter gates. Both weak and strong axis buckling of one girder in the gate

leaf was studied in depth for symmetric modes only. Detailed finite element

models were prepared and buckled modal displacement patterns were studied and

compared with those assumed in current design procedures.

Members of the CASE Task Group on Miter Gates and their Corps of Engi-

neers affiliations are:

Mr. Joseph P. Hartman, Southwestern Division (Chairman)
Mr. Eugene Ardine, Ohio River Division
Mr. Joseph Bozzay, Huntington District
Mr. James D. Gibson, Mobile District
Mr. Clifton C. Hamby, Vicksburg District
Mr. Carl Johnson, Rock Island District
Mr. Michael D. Nelson, Seattle District
Mr. William A. Price, III, Waterways Experiment Station
Dr. N. Radhakrishnan, Waterways Experiment Station
Mr. Robert Smith, Office, Chief of Engineers

The work involved in this project was done under the direction of

Dr. N. Radhakrishnan, CASE Project Manager and Acting Chief, ITL.

Mr. William Price, ITL, was the technical coordinator. Mr. Robert Smith,
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Chief, Structures Branch, OCE, was the OCE Point of Contact. Editing was done

by Ms. Gilda Miller, Information Products Division, ITL, WES.

COL Allen F. Grum, USA, was the previous Director of WES. COL Dwayne G.

Lee is the present Commander and Director. Dr. Robert W. Whalin is Technical

Director.
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FINITE ELEMENT STUDIES OF A HORIZONTALLY FRAMED MITER GATE

APPLICATION AND SUMMARY

PART I: GENERAL OVERVIEW

1. Observations and conclusions in this report are based on six finite

element (FE) studies of a configuration of the John Hollis Bankhead Lower

Miter Gate, Black Warrior River, Ala. These studies are listed in the Preface

in order of sequence and title. Since the results are based on investigations

of a single miter gate, these results should be used with caution in designing

other miter gates with quite different configurations. Appendix A includes

the introductions, summaries, and conclusions of the six separate miter gate

studies.

2. The following Parts II, III, and IV were prepared by members

Joseph P. Hartman, James D. Gibson, and Michael D. Nelson, respectively, of

the Computer-Aided Structural Engineering (CASE) Task Group on Miter Gates for

use by design engineers. This material includes input from the entire CASE

Task Group. Part II presents an interpretation of results of the FE studies

of a conventional, horizontally framed miter gate. It is concerned with dis-

tribution of applied loads into the gate structure and goes further to compare

the FE results with traditional design assumptions.

3. Part III approaches elastic buckling behavior of a typical girder of

the miter gate. These accepted suppositions are compared with results of a

detailed FE study of a single girder.

4. Part IV offers a detailed evaluation of several types of structural

modifications which might increase the torsional stiffness of a gate leaf.

Typical modifications include: varying the size of diagonal members, addi-

tions of fixed bracing on the downstream face, full downstream skin plate, and

different torque-tube sizes (partial downstream skin plate). Each of these

configurations was investigated through an FE analysis.

6



PART II: INTERPRETATION OF FINITE ELEMENT STUDIES

OF A HORIZONTALLY FRAMED MITER GATE*

Evaluation of Study Results

5. Part II of this report summarizes and evaluates results of Reports 1

and 2, FE studies ("Initial and Refined Finite Element Models (Phases A, B,

C)" and "Simplified Frame Model (Phase D)") of a conventional miter gate at

John Hollis Bankhead Lock and Dam. These examinations were performed under

sponsorship of the Task Group on Miter Gates, as part of the Corps of Engi-

neers' Computer-Aided Structural Engineering (CASE) Project. This part of the

summary presents the study results and their interpretation in a form conve-

nient for use by design engineers. These findings relate to overall miter

gate behavior in the mitered and unmitered positions and to a general dis-

tribution of internal stresses and forces in various gate components.

Basis for Study

6. Design criteria for miter gates are currently provided in Engineer

Manual 1110-2-2703,** and the basic structural standards can be summarized as

follows. The horizontal girders, each acting as a leg of a three-hinged arch,

are the main load-carrying members of a gate. Hydrostatic loads are applied

to the girders by the tributary area method, and skin plate and intercostals

are used to transfer these loads to the girders. Accordingly, girders must be

designed to resist the horizontal component of the diagonal tensioning force.

Vertical diaphragms should be able to resist localized machinery, jacking, and

diagonal tensioning forces, and be capable of transferring shear forces be-

tween girders to equalize loads and deflections. Diagonals are used to allow

plumb alignment of the miter blocks and to add torsional stiffness to a gate,

while a quoin post is provided to transfer gate dead weight to the pintle.

Each of these members is assumed to experience a straight-line distribution of

stress and strain over its cross section.

* Joseph P. Hartman. 1985. US Army Engineer Division, Southwestern.

** Headquarters, Department of the Army. 1984. "Lock Gates and Operating
Equipment," Engineer Manual 1110-2-2703, Washington, DC.
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7. Shortcomings of these criteria are related to the highly indetermi-

nate configuration of the gate leaf. The only statically fixed behaviors of

the gate are the external reactions in the unmitered position and the action

as a three-hinged arch while mitered. Concentrated loads at the hinge, pin-

tle, operating strut, and diagonal connections are distributed among the main

members of the gate in an indeterminate manner. Due to the grid-type configu-

ration of the gate leaf, distributed loads must also be transferred randomly

through the gate members.

8. The referenced FE studies were performed in the hope of measuring

the importance of this indeterminate behavior. The studies were expected to

provide sufficient data to develop general design criteria for distribution of

concentrated loads and for internal redistribution of hydrostatic loads.

Gate and Model Geometry

9. The lower miter gate for John Hollis Bankhead Lock and Dam, Black

Warrior River, Ala., provided the gate geometry needed for these studies.

Each gate leaf is approximately 89 ft high and 62 ft wide. The gate has the

conventional, horizontally framed configuration, using 18 horizontal girders

as the main, load-carrying members. A single set of diagonals is used between

the four corners of each leaf.

10. The GTSTRUDL program was instrumental in modeling this gate geome-

try. Attempts to adequately represent gate behavior resulted in the use of

three different models: coarse mesh model (CM), fine mesh model (FM), and

simplified model (SM). These models are illustrated in Figures I through 3.

In the CM (581 Joints, 886 members, and 844 elements) and FM (1,350 joints,

2,441 members, and 1,605 elements) models, hybrid membrane and plate FE's were

used for the skin plate, for webs of girders and diaphragms, and for various

other components. Space frame members (beams) were used for flanges of

girders and diaphragms, as well as for diagonals, intercostals, and other

components. GTSTRUDL's capability to represent end joint sizes and member

eccentricities was utilized to obtain the best possible correlation between

behaviors of the real gate and the models. The SM (707 joints, 1,646 members,

and 22 elements) differed from the CM and FM in the representation of the skin

plate and the webs of girders and diaphragms in that these components were

8
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Figure 1. Coarse mesh model (CM)

represented by space frame members. FE's were used only around the connection

points for the operating strut and the diagonals.

11. Several reasons led to the use of three separate models in the

studies. Verification of results from one model by comparison with another

required separate models. Three models were also necessary since each was

expected to be best suited for a particular type result, e.g., the FM produced

the most realistic stress distribution in the girder webs, while the SM made

it easier to determine overall load paths through the gate structure.

Evaluation of model behavior is presented in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 3. Simplified model (SM)

bearings, parallel to thrust diaphragms. In this configuration, the hinge

(gudgeon pin) and pintle remain active as reaction points. Note that this

differs from conventional manual analysis-assumptions which ignore the effects

of hinge and pintle reactions in the mitered configuration. The other set of

boundary conditions represents a gate in the unmitered position. The hinge

and pintle provide the main reactions, with the operating strut preventing ro-

tation about the hinge line. The strut was assumed to be oriented at an angle

of 48 deg from normal to the gate, and provided a reaction force only in that

direction.
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Figure 4. Gate loads

14. Loads applied to the gate in the mitered configuration represented

hydrostatic loads due to normal differential head and thermal loads due to an

assumed temperature distribution. The hydrostatic loads represented the

effects of an upper pool at elevation (el) 255,* 3 ft below girder 1, and a

lower pool at el 186. A 10-ft minimum head was applied to the upper part of

the gate. The temperature diRtribution used for analysis assumed the follow-

ing changes from baseline temperature. Temperatures of the upstream sides of

girders 3 through 18 were -35* F, temperatures of the upstream sides of gird-

ers 1 and 2 were +200 F and -17.50 F, respectively. Temperatures of the down-

stream sides of girders 15 through 18 were -35* F, those of the downstream

sides of girders 1 through 3 were +200 F, and those of the downstream sides of

* All elevations (el) cited herein are in feet referred to the National

Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD).
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the remaining girders were 0* F. This distribution was intended to represent

a thermal loading concurrent with the hydrostatic load condition. Tempera-

tures of submerged parts of the gate were -35* F, and the temperature of the

upper part of the gate exposed to the sun was +20* F.

15. Loads applied to the unmitered gate consisted of dead loads, diago-

nal prestressing forces, and temporal head loading. Dead loads represented

the actual dead weight of gate materials. Applied forces in the gate diago-

nals were 599 and 278 kips in the positive and negative diagonals, respec-

tively. These are the actual field measured values for this gate. The tempo-

ral head loading was a differential head of 1.25 ft acting upstream. This

load was applied over the lover 15 ft of the gate.

Gate Torsion

16. Torsional behavior of the gate was studied in some detail. This

part contains only a brief summary of the main findings for torsion of a con-

ventional gate. Further discussion of gate torsion is included in Part IV.

The complete list of reports involved in the miter gate study can be found on

page I of the preface.

17. Before diagonals are installed, miter gates are very flexible in

torsion. Observed gate behavior and FE results are consistent on this point,

although the model results never matched the measured torsional deflection of

the installed gate. Stiffness of a gate leaf without diagonals is due to

thin-member torsional behavior of the various plates and flanges comprising

the structure. Despite painstaking efforts to correctly model tnis behavior,

FE results always indicated greater flexibility than measured values. The

reasons for this discrepancy have not been determined. It may be due to

undiscovered modeling inadequacies or due to extra stiffness imparted by gate

construction details.

18. Behavior of a gate with diagonals is not significantly influenced

by thin-member torsion. Therefore, the above mentioned discrepancy between

modeled and measured stiffness was not interpreted as a serious model defi-

ciency which would affect other types of gate behavior. With diagonals in-

stalled, model results verify that the gate is much stiffer, due to its behav-

ior as a closed section. Stresses in the diagonals are the result of initial

prestressing and to resistance to torsional loads applied to the gate.

13
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Temperature Stresses

19. Applied thermal loads are described in paragraph 14. Due to the

nonuniform temperature distribution, warping of the gate should be expected.

With the gate mitered and hydrostatically loaded, such warping might induce

higher stresses at undesirable locations.

20. Results indicated that stresses due to temperature warping were

relatively small. The maximum skin plate stress was less than 3 ksi. In the

horizontal girders the maximum temperature stress was about 5 ksi, but this

was highly localized around the pintle, in the bottom girder. Stresses at

other girder locations were significantly smaller. The warping causes a re-

distribution of reaction forces along the quoin and miter blocks. The maximum

change in miter reaction force at any girder is 40 kips which is a small per-

centage of the maximum normal operating reaction of approximately 1,500 kips.

21. The conclusion to be drawn from this investigation is that

temperature-induced stresses are localized and fairly small. They may be

safely ignored during the usual miter gate design process.

Horizontal Girder Stresses

22. The behavior of the girders acting as the main structure of a

three-hinged arch is addressed in the following three paragraphs. It includes

the effects of the skin plate that serves as part of the girder upstream

flange.

23. Hydrostatic loads from the normal operating condition are usually

assumed to be distributed to the girders by tributary areas. The analysis of

the full gate structure verifies this as a reasonable method. Figure 5 shows

the quoin and miter reaction forces for each girder, as predicted by the fi-

nite element model (FEM). These are compared with the manually calculated re-

actions, usually with only a few percentage differences. However, this analy-

sis shows that the bottom girder (at the miter end) carries a slightly higher

load than the manual analysis indicates, and, in conjunction, the loads in the

adjacent girders are reduced somewhat. One interesting result is the differ-

ence in quoin and miter reactions near the top and bottom of the leaf. The

hinge and pintle help resist part of the hydrostatic load, thus significantly

reducing the girder reactions at the quoin end. Note that this result is

14
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dependent on the modeling assumption that the quoin, hinge, and pintle are all

rigid supports.

24. The applied load is carried by each girder as bending plus axial

load. The skin plate experiences compressive stresses since it is part of the

girder upstream flange. Skin plate stress contours for this behavior are

shown in Figure 6. This plot conforms well with the manual analysis results

which predict a fairly uniform maximum stress at the bottom few girders and a

reduced stress toward the top of the gate. Stress contours in the girder web

were also plotted. These are shown in Figure 7 for girder 10. Near the cen-

ter of the gate the stresses vary linearly from the upstream to the downstream

edge of the girder in a pattern corresponding to manual analysis assumptions.

However, model stresses are slightly lower since the full skin plate width is

effective in bending. Nearer the ends, the girder stress distribution is more

erratic. Concentrations exist due to discontinuous members and changing cross

section. Though the FE mesh was not fine enough for a highly accurate stress

distribution, it is obvious that a localized high stress occurs just past the

end of the thrust diaphragm. The model predicted approximately 21-ksi com-

pression stress at this point. Net section forces are equal between the model

and manual analyses, since the model also shows a lower stress at the upstream

and downstream flanges.

25. The localized high web stress should be kept in mind when detailing

gates. The girder web should be stiffened at this point or a thicker web sec-

tion extended further past the end diaphragm. The FEM distribution of girder

reactions indicates that the manual analysis is adequate with the exception

that the top and bottom girders may carry a somewhat higher load than that

shown by hand analysis.

Diaphragm Stresses

26. Interior diaphragms join the various horizontal girders. These

diaphragms experience stresses due to redistribution of girder loads and to

general warping of the gate structure. However, in all cases such stresses

were found to be quite low (less than 6 ksi). Evidently, the current practice

of providing minimum size web and flange members for these diaphragms is

acceptable.
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27. End diaphragms act the same as interior diaphragms but experience

additional stresses due to various load concentrations in the gate structure.

These additional stresses are the result of certain internal load distribu-

tions as described in the following sections, and generally these stresses are

fairly small. However, the jacking condition, with its severe Jack loads and

diagonal stresses, can cause locally high stresses in the adjacent diaphragms.

Therefore, at the application points of such loads, the diaphragms should be

reinforced. It is not possible, based on FE results, to recommend a general

design procedure for this condition.

Force Distribution Data

28. The following paragraphs present a summary of study results con-

cerning distribution of forces around various load concentration points in the

gate. Note that "force distribution" is not the same as "stress distribu-

tion," but rather a summary of the total force carried through a certain gate

component. For example, what portion of the hinge reaction is carried as

axial load in girder 2, and what portion is carried as shear in the thrust

diaphragm?

29. Force distribution results are taken from two FEM's, the CM and the

SM. The CM probably better represents the true behavior of the gate struc-

ture. However, interpretation of its results as forces may be inaccurate due

to the presence of many platf. and membrane elements which provide a variety of

load paths. The SM probably provides a less accurate initial solution for

gate behavior but interpretation of results is simpler since all member data

are output as forces. It is not yet certain which model provides the most ac-

curate representation of force distribution in the gate. Results from the CM

and SM often differ in magnitude; however, the distribution patterns are simi-

lar for both analyses. Therefore, the results from either model may be suit-

able for further insights into complex gate behavior, even though they may not

be suitable for developing a specific method or formula for design.

Force Distribution Around Gusset Plates

30. Gusset plates are used to distribute large forces from the diago-

nals into the surrounding gate members. The geometry of the gussets for this
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gate is shown in Figures 8 and 9, with identical gussets at the quoin and

miter ends. The lower gussets are connected to the bottom four girders and to

the end diaphragm, leaving one edge free. The upper gusset plates are similar

but are attached only to the top two girders. Note that the intersections of

the end diaphragms with the top and bottom girders are used to determine the

center line of the diagonals.

31. To determine distribution of forces from the lower gusset plate,

the corner of the gate near the pintle was isolated as a free body as shown in

z
V 'x 21.7423 ORIZONTAL IN WITS PER INCH

21.?fLJ I43TJCAL IN UNITS PER INCH
ROTATION: Z 30.0 V 0.0 x -70.0

26

84

33

PINTLE

Figure 8. Free body in region of the pintle
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37 3

Figure 9. Free body region of the gudgeon pin

Figure 8. The loading condition consisted only of diagonal prestress force,

with no load acting at the pintle. This simplified loading was chosen in

order to facilitate interpretation of the force distribution results. The

diagonal load is 278 kips which provides a vertical component of 243 kips and

a horizontal component of 136 kips.

32. Distribution of horizontal forces is shown in Table I and Fig-

ure 10. SM and CM results do not match. However, the pattern of distribution

is similar; lower girders 17 and 18 carry high compression loads, girder 16
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Table 1

Horizontal Force Distribution at Lower Gusset

for Diagonal Prestress Loading

Horizontal Force, kips

Member CM SM

Above girder 15 118 (0.87) 142 (1.04)

Girder 15 78 (0.57) 33 (0.24)

Girder 16 -44 (-0.32) -30 (-0.22)

Girder 17 -106 (-0.78) -147 (-1.08)

Girder 18 -182 (-1.34) -134 (-0.99)

Total -136 (-1.00) -136 (-1.00)

Note: The numbers in parentheses are the tabulated load divided by the hori-
zontal component of the diagonal force (136 kips). Negative values
indicate compression.

has much lower compression, and girder 15 has a tension force. Because of

modeling details, the CM results are probably more accurate and will be used

for the following discussion. The results are surprising; rather than a

sharing of the total force among the girders, the bottom girde lone actually

carries more than the total applied load. This distribution can be partially

explained by considering the member geometry and visualizing probable load

paths. The center line of the diagonal passes through the intersection of

girder 18 and the end diaphragm. The vertical component of the diagonal force

is reacted as shown in Figure 11, largely by the quoin post and end diaphragm

with this reaction being eccentric to point A and inducing a moment. This

moment, and the horizontal component of the diagonal force, must be reacted by

the girders. Additional resistance is provided by horizontal shears (VH) in

the skin plate and quoin post just above girder 15. To satisfy static

equilibrium, the girder force pattern must resemble that predicted by the FE

analysis. This is illustrated in Figure 12, and is explained further in

paragraph 35 for the upper gusset plate.

33. Since the diagonal is eccentric to the centroids of the girders (in

the downstream direction), it induces strong axis moments in each gate
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P H  136 KIPS

VH 118 V

-ON P15 = 78 KIPS

-~~~ ---- 

7mp 6 = 4

/- O P,7 = -o106

--- g P18 = -182

PH = horizontal component of diagonal force

P15  reaction force in girder 15

P 16 reaction force in girder 16
P6 reaction force in girder 1
P 18 reaction force in girder 17
P8 = reaction force in girder 18

VH = reaction force in all members above girder 15

Figure 10. Horizontal force distribution at lower gusset
for diagonal prestress loading

component. These moments are shown in Table 2, the distribution is similar to

horizontal force distribution.

34. The vertical component of the diagonal force is distributed to var-

ious gate elements of the CM as shown in Table 3 and Figure 11. As for the

horizontal component, the distribution is s,,rprisingly variable. The end dia-

phragm carries a force almost equal to the entire applied load, and the quoin

post load is approximately 60 percent as large. Since these two reactions are

greater than the applied vertical component, the remaining gate elements must

satisfy static equilibrium with an upward reaction force about half as large

as the applied force. This last reaction is provided mainly by tensions and

shear in the skin plate and first interior diaphragm. Significant strong axis

bending occurs in the quion post and end diaphragm, with calculated eccentric-

ity of 58 and 60 in., respectively, from the plane of the skin plate.
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pp = 146 ED = 22 5

P

_ 

i PV
= 243 KIPS

Vy = 128

/ -
/

/

P = vertical component of diagonal forcePV

=ED = reaction force in end diaphragm, includes forces
in adjacent portions of of skin plate and thrust

diaphragm

PQp = reaction force in quoin post components

vV = reaction force in girders and remaining portion
of skin plate

Figure I. Vertical force distribution at lower gusset
for diagonal prestress loading

35. Distribution of forces around the upper gusset plate has been simi-

larly investigated. A free body was isolated as shown in Figure 9, the gusset

being connected only to the top two girders. The diagonal prestress loading

was investigated; the diagonal load was 599 kips, with a horizontal component

of 293 kips and a vertical component of 523 kips. Reaction forces to this

load are shown in Table 4. The CM results are judged to be more reliable

since much of the load transfer must be carried by shear in various plates,

and the simplified model may not represent this load path very well. Inter-

pretation of the force distribution is similar to that for the lower gusset

plate. The line of action of the diagonal force passes through the intersec-

tion of the end diaphragm and the top girder, labeled point B in Figure 13.

The vertical reactions are mainly provided by the quoin post and end dia-

phragm, and are eccentric to point B by 13.0 in., as shown in Figure 13. The

horizontal reactions are eccentric to point B by 23.3 in. (above the top

girder). The intersection of the vertical and horizontal reactions is labeled
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-G15
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QUOIN POST GUSSET PLATE

END DIAPHRAGM

ZFv = 0 : PV = RV

EFH = 0 : PH = R18 + R17 + R16 + R15 + V
EMA = 0 : eR = h17R17 + h16R16 + h15(R15 + V)

V ,

NOTE: LENGTHS INDICATE
APPROXIMATE MAGNITUDE

-- R16  OF REACTIONS

d* - R17

PH O R18

Figure 12. Static equilibrium at lower gusset plate

point B'. To satisfy static equilibrium the line of action of the diagonal

must also pass through B', and this would occur if eH = 23.2 in., very close

to the calculated value of 23.3 in. Thus, the unexpected distribution of

horizontal reactions in the girders is simply whatever is necessary to satisfy

equilibrium conditions.
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Table 2

Moment Distribution to Lower Girders

for Diagonal Prestress Loading

Member Axial Force, kips Moment, in.-kips Eccentricity, in.

Girder 15 78 4,334 56

Girder 16 -44 -3,766 86

Girder 17 -106 -8,618 81

Girder 18 -182 -14,076 77

Diagonal .... 75

Note: Moments are calculated about the plane of the skin plate.

Table 3

Vertical Force Distribution at Lower Gusset

for Diagonal Prestress Loading

Member Vertical Force, kips

Quoin post -146 (-0.60)

End diaphragm -225 (-0.93)

At interior diaphragm 128 ( 0.53)

Total -243 (-1.00)

Note: The numbers in parentheses are the tabulated load divided by the verti-
cal component of the diagonal force (243 kips). Negative values indi-
cate compression.
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Table 4

Force Distribution at Upper Gusset

from Diagonal Prestress Loading

Horizontal Forces, kips
Member CM SM

Girder 1 -439 (-1.50) -179
Girder 2 178 ( 0.61) -102
Girder 3 -26 (-0.09) -30
Below girder 3 -6 (-0.02) 18

Total -293 (-1.00) -293

Vertical Forces, kips
CM SM

Quoin post -198 (-0.38) -121
End diaphragm -281 (-0.54) -315
At interior -44 (-0.08) -87
diaphragm

Total -523 (-1.00) -523

Note: The numbers in parentheses are the tabulated load divided by the verti-
cal component of the diagonal force (243 kips). Negative values indi-
cate compression.

Force Distribution Around Pintle

36. This section presents the distribution of pintle forces into the

surrounding gate elements. The free body used to evaluate the distribution is

the same as for the lower gusset plate and is shown in Figure 8. Applied

loads consisted only of the gate dead loads (no diagonal prestressing) and

resulted in pintle forces of 595 kips vertically and 198 kips horizontally.

These applied loads showed a negligible force of 13 kips perpendicular to the

plane of the gate. Distribution of internal forces in the gate elements is

based on CM results and is shown in Figure 14.

37. Vertical forces are largely carried by the quoin post elements.

However, within three girder spaces the quoin post force is just half the

total pintle reaction. The pintle vertical force, evidently, is rapidly

distributed to other elements of the gate structure, such as the end dia-

phragm, skin plate, and interior diaphragms. This would indicate that it is

not necessary to use the full pintle load or the full height of the quoin post

to design the post for buckling.
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Figure 13. Static equilibrium at upper gusset plate

38. Distribution of horizontal forces is more complicated. It might be

expected that the bottom few girders would carry most of the horizontal force.

However, the FE results show that these girders carry only a small portion of

the pintle horizontal force, with the majority of the force taken in girder 15

and in the elements above this girder. The reason for this distribution is

that the large vertical pintle reaction tends to rotate the corner of the gate

clockwise (in relation to Figure 14). The horizontal girders contribute

reaction forces resisting such rotation. These reactions must necessarily be

tensile forces in the lower girders, with the upper girders in compression.

These forces are superimposed with the girder forces necessary to react the
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[ E P16
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- P 17

-v=551P
18

= 198K t

PV = 595K'

Vertical Forces, kips Horizontal Forces, kips

PQP 297 VH -- 83

PED = 120 P5 -72

VV = 126 P 16 -- 27

D.L. = 52 P1 - 23

P 18  7

595 -198

D.L. = dead weight of material within free body

VV M vertical force in elements inside end
diaphragm

VH = horizontal force in elements above

girder 15

Figure 14. Distribution of forces around pintle

horizontal component of the pintle force, thus producing the net horizontal

force distribution shown in Figure 14. This pattern of forces is also consis-

tent with the eccentricity calculations used to satisfy static equilibrium, as

presented in Figure 13.
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Force Distributioa Around Hinge

39. This section presents the distribution of reaction forces from the

hinge into surrounding gate elements. The free body used to evaluate the

distribution is identical to that for the upper gusset plate and is shown in

Figure 9. Applied forces consist only of gate dead load (no diagonal pre-

stressing), and result in a hinge reaction of 198 kips horizontally, no verti-

cal reaction, and a negligible force of 13 kips perpendicular to the plane of

the gate. Figure 15 illustrates distribution of internal forces in the gate

elements based on CM results.

40. These results indicate that the top girder carries a force almost

equal to the hinge reactions. Loads in the other horizontal and vertical

GUSSET PLATE

PH= 198

D. L.

lP 3

VH

POP "ED

Vertical Forces, kips Horizontal Forces, kips

P Qp 67 P1 - 190

P - 4 P -- 109
ED 2
VV  -42 P3 - 37

D.L. - -29 V H = 80

0 198

D.L. - dead weight of material within free body

VV = vertical force in elements inside end
diaphragm

VH = horizontal force in elements below
girder 3

Figure 15. Distribution of forces around hinge
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members are again affected by a rotational deformation of the corner of the

gate. Vertical forces are compression in the quoin post, near zero in the end

diaphragm, and change to tension beyond the end diaphragm. The second girder

carries a surprisingly high compression load because of this corner deforma-

tion. The reason for the severe difference in forces between the top two

girders must be related to the gusset plate, which spans just between these

girders. A larger gusset would probably result in a more gradual change in

girder forces, similar to the force distribution around the pintle.

Force Distribution Around Operating Strut

41. This section presents the distribution of operating strut forces

into the surrounding gate elements. The free body used to evaluate the dis-

tribution is shown in Figure 16. Applied loads consist of a temporal head

STRUT
CONNECTION

G1

SG2

SIN PLA TE

Figure 16. Free body at strut

acting on the lower portion of the gate. The balancing strut reaction is a

horizontal force, 122 kips parallel and 110 kips perpendicular to the gate.

Distribution of internal forces in gate elements, based on CM results, is

shown in Figure 17.
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PH = 122 KIPS

P1 = 11o KIPS

VIA  P, via

mA

V2A V2 0

P2A 2

M2A

V1

Parallel Forces, kips Perpendicular Forces, kips Moments, in.-k

P1A -178 VIA M80 A 11,060

P IB 3 VB - 6 M1B - 7,880

P2A - 66 V2= -3 M - 4,250

P2B - 14 V 2B M - 5,550

vH  - 27 V -- 29

-122 110

VH - forces parallel to gate, carried by members below girder 2

V1 - forces perpendicular to gate, carried by members below
girder 2

Figure 17. Distribution of forces around operating strut

42. The results show that most strut forces are carried by the top

girder, on the hinge side of the strut connection. The top girder also has a

significant bending moment near the strut. Forces in members below the top

girder are significantly smaller.

43. An examination of the hinge reaction forces for this load case

helps to explain the load distribution. The reactions at the hinge are

118 kips parallel and 103 kips perpendicular to the gate. Both these forces

are in the direction opposite that of the strut reaction forces. Thus, the

strut force component parallel to the gate causes an axial load in the top

girder and is reacted entirely at the hinge. The strut and hinge forces per-

pendicular to the gate form a reaction couple to resist forces applied to the

top girder through various elements of the gate. The elements mainly affected
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are the vertical diaphragms. This concept is illustrated in Figure 18.

FORCES PARALLEL TO GATE

STRUT

HINGE 1 22K
118K •

FORCES PERPENDICULAR TO GATE

HINGE STRUT
103K 110K

-- VERTICAL DIAPHRAGM FORCES

Figure 18. Strut and hinge reactions on girder 1

a'

Force Distribution Verification

44. After the analyses of the Bankhead gates, another model was devel-
oped and based on the geometry of the miter gates at Gallipolis Lock and Dam.

The Gallipolis model was used to verify force distribution patterns around the

gusset plates with results presented in the following paragraphs.

45. A free body of the lower gusset area is shown in Figure 20, with

the lower gusset plate extending over only three girders. The diagonal pre-

stress loading was 524 kips, the horizontal component was 336 kips, and the

vertical component was 403 kips. Distributions of horizontal and vertical
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Figure 19. Model of Gallipolis Miter Gate

forces are shown in Table 5, and distribution of girder moments is shown in

Table 6. The Gallipolis verification studies resulted in a pattern similar to

the Bankhead results. Girder 12 carries a load greater than the horizontal

component of the diagonal prestress, while girder 10 is actually in tension.

This may be compared to Bankhead gate values in Table 1. The calculated dis-

tribution of moments due to diagonal eccentricity matches the distribution of

axial load in the two lower girders, similar to Bankhead (Table 2). The

moment in girder 10 breaks the pattern; however, the load and moment in

girder 10 are not of significant magnitude. The distribution of vertical

forces is mainly to the quoin post and end diaphragm, though the percentage
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Figure 20. Free body at pintle, Gallipolis

distribution does not fully agree with the Bankhead results (compare to

Table 3).

46. A free body of the upper gusset area is similar to that shown in

Figure 9. The diagonal prestress loading was 632 kips; 405 kips horizontal

and 485 kips vertical. Distributions of horizontal and vertical forces are

shown in Table 7. The percentage distribution of vertical forces shows excel-

lent agreement with results from the Bankhead gate (compare to Table 4). How-

ever, distribution of horizontal forces is different from Bankhead. One rea-

son for this is the flatter slope of the diagonals on the Gallipolis gate, a

40-deg slope compared to a 60-deg slope for Bankhead. By a calculation simi-

lar to Figure 13, the required eccentricity of horizontal forces, to satisfy

equilibrium, is 14.3 in. Based on forces from Table 7, the actual eccentric-

ity is 14.1 in. Again, there is excellent agreement between these values,

thereby proving the validity of this calculation.

47. The general distribution of reaction forces around the gusset

plates in the Gallipolis gate is consistent with distribution patterns for the

Bankhead gate. The explanations for these distributions apply to both gates

equally well. Therefore, the Gallipolis results verify the previous Bankhead

results.
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Table 5

Force Distribution at Lower Gusset for Diagonal

Prestress Loading (Gallipolis)

Member Horizontal Force, kips

Above girder 10 146 (0.43)

Girder 10 39 (0.12)

Girder 11 -174 (-0.52)

Girder 12 -347 (-1.03)

Total -336 (-1.00)

Vertical Force, kips

Quoin post -164 (-0.41)

End diaphragm -285 (-0.71)

At interior 46 ( 0.12)
diaphragm

Total -403 (-1.00)

Note: The numbers in parentheses are the tabulated load divided by the total
horizontal or vertical component of the diagonal force. Negative val-
ues indicate compression.

Table 6
Moment Distribution to Lower Girders for

Diagonal Prestress Loading (Gallipolis)

Member Axial Force, kips Moment, in.-kips Eccentricity, in.

Girder 10 39 -222 -6

Girder 11 -174 -10,616 61

Girder 12 -347 -19,287 56

Diagonal .... 67

Note: Moments are calculated about the plane of the skin plate.
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Table 7

Force Distribution at Upper Gusset for Diagonal

Prestress Loading (Gallipolis)

Member Horizontal Force, kips

Girder 1 -392 (-0.97)
Girder 2 -110 (-0.27)
Girder 3 -5 (-0.01)
Below girder 3 102 ( 0.25)

Total -405 (-1.00)

Vertical Force, kips

Quoin post -197 (-0.41)
End diaphragm -255 (-0.52)
At interior -33 (-0.07)

diaphragm

Total -485 (-1.00)

Note: The numbers in parentheses are the tabulated load divided by the verti-
cal component of the diagonal force (243 kips). Negative values indi-
cate compression.

Strain Gage Data

48. Limited strain gage data were available for the gate. This instru-

mentation was not done in a programmed manner. The gage readings do not agree

with the FE predictions of internal force distribution. Due to the limited

nature of both the strain gate and the FE data, it is not yet possible to make

definite conclusions in this project.

Conclusions

49. The conclusions drawn in this report are based mainly on analyses

of one gate, with another gate analysis for partial verification. Therefore,

strict design criteria cannot be recommended based solely upon these studies.

However, the studies do provide a better understanding of the pattern of gate

behavior. They verify the conventional assumption of gate behavior as a

three-hinged arch. They further indicate that force distributions are quite

complex in areas near concentrated loads.
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Summary of findings

50. All portions of these studies which evaluated the overall behavior

of a miter gate tended to verify conventional design assumptions. Torsional

behavior of a gate leaf is dictated by the presence of diagonals, which permit

closed-section torsion of the gate rather than thin-member torsion. Forces in

the diagonals are due to prestressing and applied torsional loads, and not due

to gate dead loads except as they affect the calculated torque.

51. Temperature variations do cause warping and load redistribution in

the gate. However, temperature-induced stresses are small and localized and

may be safely ignored.

52. The studies duplicated the behavior of horizontal girders as seg-

ments of a three-hinged arch. At the top and bottom of the gate, girder loads

differ somewhat from the assumed tributary area loading. The vertical dia-

phragms evidently redistribute loads more evenly among the girders. Also,

quoin reactions near the top and bottom might be reduced due to hinge and pin-

tle support. Internal stresses in the girders were found to match hand-

calculated values except for a local high stress Just beyond the end of the

thrust diaphragm. Because of this local high stress, designers should ensure

that girder webs are adequately stiffened or are made slightly thicker in this

area.

53. Stresses in vertical diaphragms were found to be small for all

usual loadings. Therefore, designers may safely continue the current practice

of providing minimum size members for webs and flanges of the diaphragms. The

only exception to this is in the area of an applied jacking force, which often

coincides with a high force in the diagonal. This combination may produce

high local stresses in the affected diaphragm, and should be kept in mind when

detailing this area of the gate structure.

Internal force distribution

54. The results reflect only the specific geometry and loadings used in

these studies. They provide a basis for predicting similar behavior in other

gates, however the limited amount of pertinent strain gage data, as mentioned

previously, does not corroborate the FE results. Force distributions are ir-

regular and components in any given member were shown to be of unexpected mag-

nitude and even in opposite direction to that expected. This distribution can

be partially explained by considering the static equilibrium of applied forces

and their reactions (paragraph 35).
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55. The extent of the gusset plate seems to have a significant effect

on force distribution to surrounding members. This is evident from the dif-

ference in distributions around the top and bottom gussets, which are con-

nected between two and four girders, respectively. Extending gusset plates

over additional girders may lead to more uniform distribution of forces to

those girders. The location of the diagonal center line (through the end

diaphragm intersections with the top and bottom girders) also may have a

significant effect on force distribution. Changing this line of action may

result in a more uniform distribution. Forces in gate members due to pintle,

hinge, or diagonal loads are often additive with member forces due to hydro-

static loading. Therefore, force distributions for any new gate design should

be estimated and considered concurrent with hydrostatic loads to ensure an

adequate gate design. The results presented herein should be used as a guide

for estimating this force distribution.

Recommendations

56. The FE studies of miter gates, as summarized in this report, can

help provide a better understanding of gate behavior. Therefore, gate design-

ers should be familiar with this report and should attempt to apply its find-

ings to future gate designs.

57. The original FE studies do not provide sufficient information to

develop specific design criteria, especially given the lack of consistency be-

tween FE results and limited strain-gage data. Therefore, further FE studies

should be performed to verify and refine the results of the original studies.

These additional investigations should attempt to determine the influence of

various modeling techniques and differences in gate size and configuration.

58. More extensive instrumentation is necessary to verify FE results.

Therefore, new gates should be instrumented co determine the actual internal

force distribution around areas of concentrated loads.

59. A final recommendation is for a thorough investigation of a se-

lected gate. This would involve fully documenting the conventional design

computations, thoroughly investigating the gate by the FE method, and fully

instrumenting the gate to verify the results of the conventional and FE analy-

ses. This three-step investigation of a single gate is essential for deter-

mining the adequacy of current design procedures.
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PART III: ELASTIC BUCKLING OF GIRDERS*

Preview

60. Two methods are conventionally used to investigate buckling of hor-

izontal girders in miter gates. One method is based on diaphragm spacing and

minor axis section properties and the other is based on the full length of the

gate leaf and major axis properties. To gain a better understanding of the

girder's buckling behavior, FE studies were performed on a representative

girder. These studies, presented as Report 6, "Elastic Buckling of Girders in

Horizontally Framed Miter Gates," are interpreted in this part.

Typical Girder Selected

61. Girder 10 of the Bankhead lower gate was selected as a typical

girder and models were developed for one half of the symmetrical girder. Tim-

ber fenders and intercostals were not included in the models but transverse

and longitudinal stiffeners were represented in the FEM for minor axis buck-

ling studies. In the major axis study, longitudinal and transverse stiffeners

were not modeled explicitly but other girder elements were represented by

FE's.

62. All structural elements were assumed to have a yield point of

46,000 psi, and the 8th Edition of American Institute of Steel Construction**

was used to select effective width of unstiffened elements in compression.

Minor Axis Buckling

63. Minor axis buckling was investigated by using an FE computer pro-

gram entitled BASP. Two types of displacement boundary conditions were uti-

lized: initially, in-plane displacements at the quoin and center line of the

girder were taken from previous FE studies of the gate leaf; and secondly,

a propped cantilever model was used and considered more consistent with

* James D. Gibson. 1985, US Army Engineer District, Mobile.

** American Institute of Steel Construction. 1978 (Nov). "Specification for
the Design, Fabrication, and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings,"
8th ed.
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current hand-based design. The following discussion is based on the latter

model.

64. The results of the minor axis buckling indicated a safety factor,

or lambda value, of 2.08 as a minimum for the girder with one row of stiffen-

ers before local web buckling occurred. The investigation also revealed that

apparently both transverse and longitudinal web stiffeners are significantly

effective in controlling localized web buckling. Lambda values increased as

the number of horizontal stiffeners increased.

65. Local buckling studies with the BASP model also revealed an overall

buckling mode normal to the plane of the web involving beam-column behavior of

the downstream flange. Stresses associated with this mode, however, were well

into the plastic range and, therefore, not consistent with the assumption of

linear elastic buckling.

66. There were no buckling modes that involved the upstream flange.

Major Axis Buckling

67. In the investigation of strong or major axis buckling, a new FEM

model of one half of girder 10 was developed and a different computer program

called BUCKLE was used to determine critical buckling loads and mode shapes.

All major axis studies used the propped cantilever conditions utilized for the

minor axis study, with results of the study limited to linear elastic

buckling.

68. Web stiffeners were accounted for in the model by restraining the

translational displacement normal to the web at selected nodes. This was con-

sidered realistic due to the virtual absence of transverse web displacement

along stiffener lines in the BASP runs made previously in the minor axis

study.

69. The factor of safety, or lambda value, for the major axis study for

one longitudinal stiffener was 1.786, or 14 percent lower than the lambda

value for minor axis buckling, although there is some question as to the ef-

fect of the omission of web stiffeners. (These factors are related to local-

ized web buckling, not buckling of the entire girder.) Again, the lambda val-

ues increased as the number of longitudinal stiffeners increased. Local web

buckling, coupled with a rotational instability of the downstream flange
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between diaphragms, appears to be the first and principal form of strong axis

buckling.

70. All indicated buckling modes were related to local buckling of the

web with instability of the downstream flange. None of the fundamental buck-

ling modes for the strong axis case corresponds to an overall buckling failure

of the girder, pinned at the quoin and miter points.

Summary

71. A comparison of available information from strain gages, FE analy-

sis stresses, and hand calculations indicated reasonably good agreement for

overall girder behavior. This suggests that the FE models adequately repre-

sent the prebuckled behavior of the girder and that hand calculations are a

realistic representation of normal loading and stress distribution.

72. The study of both minor and major axis buckling was restricted to

linear elastic buckling of an isolated girder. The restraining effect of the

skin plate and vertical diaphragms was accounted for only in the effective

width computations of girder components. Boundary conditions consistent with

current hand design methods were employed throughout much of the study, even

though these boundary conditions were not completely consistent with results

of the FE analysis of the entire gate. Due to these slight inconsistencies,

it is possible that the girder may exhibit other buckling modes. Also, the

leaf as a whole might possess some overall forms of instability which were not

detected by this investigation. Within the above noted restrictions, the

principal finding of this study was that girder buckling behavior is much more

localized than current hand procedures reflect.

73. Since the safety factor relative to buckling is essentially 2.0 or

greater, this appears consistent with or greater than the safety factor used

for other allowable stresses. Since the buckling lambda value is based on

localized buckling, the actual factor of safety relative to overall buckling

would be much greater than 2.0.

74. In a paper by Cherng, Phang, and Chang,* it was concluded, relative

to girder buckling, that

* M. D. Cherng, M. K. Phang, and C. H. Chang. 1983 (Oct). "Miter-Type
Navigation Lock Gates," Journal, Structural Engineering, American Society of
Civil Engineers, Vol 109, No. 10.
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The unique solution on the load-deflectj - curves
indicates that there is no other type of buckling mode
than snap-through when the mitered angle is very large.
For mitered angle not so large, the failure mode is gov-
erned by the flexural yield stress at the center of the
gate girder. The result is compared with AISC beam-column
formula upon which the current design is based. Good
agreement is reached if the failure mode is governed by
the maximum flexural stress, and thus the beam-column
treatment is justified for practical purposes.

The mitered angle is the angle between the center-line axis of the lock and

the work line of the leaf. The mitered angle for the normal 4-on-12 leaf

slope is approximately 71.23 deg and the large angle is defined as over

84 deg. It does not appear that an angle over 84 deg would be used for con-

ventional miter gates, and therefore snap-through buckling would not be a

critical factor.

75. Both minor and major axis buckling results point to the effective-

ness of transverse and longitudinal web stiffeners in controlling localized

web instability. Therefore, horizontal web stiffeners should usually be se-

lected so that the entire web is effective in column action for most gates.

Gates with lesser head may require only partial web area, particularly if con-

ditions are such that the girder is acting more as a plate girder than as a

column. However, if the entire web is made effective by stiffeners, studies

indicate that the current design method gives results that are slightly

conservative.

76. Studies thus far have not resulted in an absolute means of predict-

ing critical buckling modes or forces. Further studies would involve the more

complex inelastic buckling of horizontal girders. This is considerably more

tedious and expensive and does not appear to be warranted at this time.

Conclusions

77. These studies of a selected girder indicate that initial buckling

will be due to local instability of the web or flange. Overall buckling of

the girder about either axis would occur only at lambda values (factors of

safety) well above 2.0. Therefore, even though current hand methods may not

accurately account for buckling behavior, they will produce a conservative

design, provided there are adequate stiffeners to prevent premature web or

flange buckling.
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PART IV: STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR OF ALTERNATE

CONFIGURATIONS OF MITER GATES*

Introduction

78. In the course of studying conventionally framed miter gates,

Reports I and 2, it became evident that control of torsional deflection is a

significant problem because of the inherent lack of rigidity of the open fram-

ing. While this lack of rigidity is compensated for by the use of diagonals,

the tensioning of diagonals is an indeterminant process and the diagonals

themselves are susceptible to damage. It was therefore decided to study al-

ternate, closed sections with downstream skin plates over portions of the gate

leaf to see if these alternate configurations would add enough stiffness to be

effective and practical. A summary of the various models investigated is

shown in Table 8.

Background

79. The John Hollis Bankhead Lock and Dam lower miter gate described in

the finite element studies, Reports 1 and 2, was used as a benchmark conven-

tional gate. The study began with variations on the conventional open sec-

tions with skin plate on the upstream side only in Report 3, "Alternate Con-

figuration Miter Gate Finite Element Studies - Open Sections." Closed

sections were then studied in the work described in the miter gate studies,

Reports 4 and 5, "Alternate Configuration Miter Gate Finite Element Studies --

Closed Sections" and "Alternate Configuration Miter Gate Finite Element

Studies -- Additional Closed Sections."

80. The complete study of closed-section alternate gate configurations

included four basic types with variations of the more promising types. The

more significant results are summarized in this part; their geometry configu-

rations are listed on the following page.

Michael D. Nelson, P.E. 1985. US Army Engineer District, Seattle.
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Table 8

Summary of Model Configurations

Model Description

Conventional gate with a set of diagonals (John Hollis Bankhead
Lock & Dam, lower gate, see Figure 21)

Conventional gate with larger diagonals

Double skinplate (conventional gate plus a full downstream
skinplate, Figure 23)

1 Gate with horizontal torque tubes (Figure 24)

IL Gate with larger horizontal torque tubes (Figure 25)

2 Gate with horizontal and vertical torque tubes (Figure 26)

3 Gate with vertical torque tubes (Figure 27)

3H Same as model 3 but with access holes through the girder webs
(Figure 28)

3S Gate with smaller vertical torque tubes (Figure 29)

3SP Same as model 3S but with a positive diagonal only, no negative
diagonal

4 Gate with "K" bracing on downstream face (Figure 30)

4R Same as model 4 but with reduced bracing size

5 Gate with cross bracing on downstream face (Figure 31)

5R Same as model 5 but with reduced bracing size

ORH Conventional gate (Gallipolis Lock and Dam, Figure 70)

ORHT Same as model ORH but with vertical torque tubes (Figure 71)

ORHT1 Same as model ORHT but with a positive diagonal only, no
negative diagonal

Note: Results from many of the above models are presented for models both
with and without diagonals.
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Gate and Model Geometry

81. Each lower miter gate leaf for the Bankhead Lock is approximately

89 ft high and 62 ft wide. The gate has a conventional horizontally framed

configuration, using 18 horizontal girders as the main load-carrying members.

Between the four corners of each leaf is a single set of diagonals located on

the downstream face.

82. The as-built geometry was modeled by using the GTSTRUDL program.

CM models (581 joints, 886 members, and 844 elements) of gates with and with-

out diagonals are illustrated in Figures 21 and 22, respectively. In the

models, hydrid membrane and plate FE's were used for the skin plate, the webs

of girders and diaphragms, and for various other components. Space frame mem-

bers (beams) were used for flanges of girders and diaphragms and for diago-

nals, intercostals, and other components. The capability of GTSTRUDL to rep-

resent end joint sizes and member eccentricities was utilized to obtain the

best possible correlation behaviors of the real gate and the models. f

83. A double-skin plate model of the gate had a 5/8-in.-thick-steel

plate added to the downstream face between the two end diaphragms. The down-

stream flanges on the horizontal girders and vertical diaphragms between the

end diaphragms were deleted due to the presence of the downstream skin plate.

The double-skin plate model is illustrated in Figure 23.

84. Seven partial double-skin plate or "torque-tube" models, referred

to as models 1, IL, 2, 3, 3H,* 3S, and 3SP, are illustrated in Figures 24, 25,

26, 27, 28, and 29, respectively. In all cases, each model was produced by

selectively inactivating portions of the 5/8-in. downstream skin plate in the

double-skin plate model. At the same time, the horizontal girder and vertical

diaphragm flange plates which were not covered by skin plate were reactivated.

In all models, gusset plates at points of attachment of diagonals and down-

stream plates in the strut-arm region at the top of the gate were left

unaltered and as-built plate thicknesses were used in these areas.

85. Four alternate configuration models, 4, 4R, 5, and 5R, are illu-

strated in Figures 30 and 31, respectively. Detailed information on the

models (4, 4R, 5, and 5R), one of each pair of models with vertical and diago-

nal bracing of the entire downstream face and the other with two panels of

* Model 3H is model 3 with access holes added in the web.
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117.0564 sWOuRIVAL IN UNITS PERIke"M
117.0504 VERTICAL IN U4ltS PEO INCsH
VOIATIOI Z 2S1.0 V 0.0 x -70.0

Figure 21. Finite element model, conventional
gate, with diagonals

crossbracing over the downstream face, can be found in the miter gate study,

Report 2. In these models, different arrangements of diagonal bracing were

employed on the downstream side in an attempt to achieve the same performance

Improvements offered by the torque-tube models. This, at the same time,

permitted ready access to all regions of the gate leaf for inspection and

maintenance purposes.

86. As a final step, the conventional miter gate leaf model was modi-

fied to consider the Influence of doubling the cross-sectional area of the
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-117.054 OR1IZONTAL IN UNITS PR INCH
11?.0$04 VERTICA. I" UNITS PCI INCH
VOTATIO1 2 10.6 V 0.0 X -70.0

Figure 22. Finite element model, conventional
gate without diagonals

diagonals. Only the cross-sectional areas of diagonal members 1143 and 1144

in Figure 21 were changed.

Loading Conditions

87. The following paragraphs provide a description of the models' ap-

plied loads and related boundary conditions used in gate behavior evaluations.

88. The gate has two different sets of boundary conditions. The first
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Figure 24. Torque-tube model 1

from conventional hand analysis assumptions which ignore the effects of hinge

and pIntle reactions in the mitered configuration.

89. Loads applied to the unmitered gate consisted of dead loads, diago-

nal prestressing forces, and normal operating hydrostatic or temporal hydro-

static head loading. Dead loads represented the actual dead weight of gate

materials. Forces in the gate diagonals are the amount required to plumb the

gate and resist temporal hydrostatic head loading. The temporal loading was a
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X 117.4:4 HORIZMnTAL I" UNITS PEP IN4CH

117.9594 VERTICAL I" UNITS PER INCH

ROTATION' Z 2S.0 Y 0.9 X -70.0
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Figure 27. Torque-tube model 3

92. b~2ore installation of the diagonals, miter gates are very flexible

in torsion. Observed gate behavior and FE results are consistent on this

point, although the model results were never able to match the measured tor-

200

S sional deflection of the installed Bankhead lower gate. Stiffness or dead

load displacement of a gate leaf without dagonals is due to thin member tor-

sonal behavior of all the various plates and flanges comprising the struc-(

ture. FE modeling results always indicated greater flexibility than field
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ir.c X 117.8782 HORIZONTAL IN UNITS PER INCH
117.8792 VERTICAL IN UNITS PER INCH
ROTATIOtI Z 20.0 v o.6 X -?0.

Figure 28. Torque-tube model 3H with
vertical access holes

measured values with the reasons for this discrepancy yet undetermined. Pos-

sibilities are undiscovered modeling inaccuracies or extra stiffness imparted

by gate fabrication details. However, behavior of a gate with diagonals in-

stalled is not significantly influenced by thin member torsion. This discrep-

ancy between modeled and measured stiffness was therefore not considered as a

serious model deficiency that would affect other types of gate behavior, With

diagonals installed, model results verify that the gate is much stiffer.
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. 1 17.:413 MOIZONTaL IN UNITS PER INC"
Y X 117.3493 VERTICALt [if UNITS PER INlCm

ADDITIONAL VERTICAL DIAPHRAGMS ROTATIONg Z 26.6 Y 1.0 X -76.0
FOR SIDE TORQUE TUBES (TYP.')
(ELEMENTS 3001-3017 @ QUOIN'
ELEMENTS 3018-3034 @ MITER END
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"REDUCED SIDE/

TORQUE TUBES'
Figure 29. Torque-tube models 3S and 3SP

93. A dead load analysis of each model was performed to determine the

dead weight of the gate leaf (i.e., reaction force R z  at joint 5 in Fig-
ure 32) and the out-of-plumb displacement at the miter end (i.e., at joint 449
in Figure 32) due to dead weight of gate leaf. Results of dead load analyses

are shown in Figures 32-42 and summarized in Table 9. Note that the weight of

the unprestressed diagonal bracing elements was included in the analysis of

all alternate configuration models so that the designer could use diagonals

for plumbing the gates.
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-L-X 120.58SG HORIZONTAL th LMITS PER INC
129.5SS VERTICAL. IN L1I 4TS PER INCH

ROTATIONt Z 29 V U K -74LO

Figure 30. Alternate configuration models 4 and 4R

94. The torsional stiffness of the models was determined and compared

with that of the conventional gate, both in its initial state with no diago-

nals, and in its final state with both prestressing diagonals in place. In

all cases, the relative torsional stiffness of the gate model was assumed to

be described by the value of the Y -action required at joint 17 to impose a

unit Y-displacement of the gate leaf with the gate tied back at joint 442

(Figure 43d). For all cases with diagonals, except one, the diagonals were

assumed to have the same cross-sectional areas as in the conventional gate

model. For the case of the conventional gate model with enlarged diagonals,
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x 9.566 HORIZON4TAL IN UNITS1 PER I"0
126.SSi VERTICA IN UNITS PER IND4
ROTATIONe Z 29.6 Y 6.0 X -76.6

Figure 31. Alternate configuration models 5 and 5R

the cross-sectional areas of the diagonal elements in the original model were

doubled in size, as noted earlier. The resulting reactions for all cases

(shown as R 3  at joint 17 in Figure 43d) are presented in Table 10.

95. Forces in the diagonals are due to initial prestressing and to re-

sistance to torsional loads applied to the gate. The stiffness, or torsional

resistance, of the gates is one of the major factors involved in controlling

the gates as they approach and are placed and held in the mitered position.

The magnitudes of hydrostatic load and temporal heads, or surge, during gate

operation make it necessary to place and hold the gate leaves in proper miter

until a positive head can be placed on the gate.
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JOINT 5 430 17

RX 190.536 -190.536 0

Ry 12.981 -12.987 0

Rz 571.864 0 0

Mx 10 -27.932 0
My 10 -9.504 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

~ R~OX 7 #4 0 Y,

UPSTREAM

R5XI

5 -

DOWNSTREAM 17

y 024

x

Figure 32. Conventional gate model dead load reactions
and out-of-plumb displacements
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JOINT 5 430 17

Rx 196.53 -196.53 0

Ry 12.695 -12.701 0

Rz 589.956 0 0

Mx 0 -30.11 0

My 0 -10.44 0 1

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

M43O, X M

UPSTREAM

R I
5. I

5i

,-'(-
DOWNS TREAM 17

z

y 24

x

Figure 33. Conventional gate with enlarged diagonals,
dead load reactions, and out-of-plumb displacements
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JOINT 5 430 17

Ax 209.83 -209.83 0

AV 11.98 -11.98 0.60

AZ 630.75 0 0

Mx 0 3.0 5 0

M y 0 4.40 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

*~**h Rqj~~ 430 Y

UPSTREAM

R5xI

5I

DOWNSTREAM 17

z 24

x

Figure 34. Double-skin plate model dead load reactions
and out-of-plumb displacements
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JOINT 5 430 17

Rx 192.47 -192.47 0
Ry 12.96 -12.96 0

Rz 572.55 0 0

NIX 0 1-28.32 1 0

my 0 -10.16 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

UPSTREAM

444

R5X

5I

/'R ,Y R 5.Z

DOWNS TREAM 17
z

y 24

x

Figure 35. Torque-tube model 1 dead load reactions
and out-of-plumb displacements
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JOINT 5 430 17

Rx 195.24 -195.24 0
Ry 12.84 -12.84 0

Rz 579.45 0 0

Mx 0 -27.02 0
My 0 -8.54 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

M43O xM43 Y

UPSTREAM

5I

~|

DOWNSTREAM 17

24

X

Figure 36. Torque-tube model 1L dead load reactions d%
and out-of-plumb displacements
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JOINT 5 430 17
Rx 198.08 -198.08 0
Ry 12.56 -12.56 0

Rz 595.10 0 0
Mx 0 0.38 0

My 0 3.65 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

M 43O,X M l

RM3oxx .. 30, v

UPSTREAM

449

5

DOWNSTREAM 17

z

x

Figure 37. Torque-tube model 2 dead load reactions
and out-of-plumb displacements
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JOINT 5 430 17

RX 197.20 -197.20 0
Ry 12,59 -12.59 0

Rz 593.32 0 0
MVX 0 0.36 0

My 0 13.56 0
UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

SR43ox ,YR4 0, Y

UPSTREAM

5 0

249

R5V

5x

y 24

xS

Figue 38 Toque-ubemode 3 ead oadreacion
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JOINT 5 430 17

Rx 191.30 -191.30 0

Ry 12.64 -12.64 0

Rz 576.22 0 0

MVX 0 -1.57 0

my 0 2.80 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

-'430, Y 
.

UPSTREAM

R5.5

5I

DOWNSTREAM 17

2 24

x

Figure 39. Torque-tube model 3S dead load reactions
and out-of-plumb displacements
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JOINT 5 430 17

Rx 188.52 -188.52 0

Ry 12.78 -12.78 0

Rz 568.00 0 0

Mx 0 -1.72 0

M y 0 2.71 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

R ~ M430 Y
M 430,XM

UPSTREAM

z 1"- DOWNSTREAM 17

Figure 40. Torque-tube model 3SP dead load reactions I
and out-of-plumb displacements
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MODEL 4 MODEL4R

JOINT 5 430 JOINT 5 430 17

Rx 205.90 -205.90 Rx 205.91 -205.91 0

Ry 12.17 -12.17 Ry 12.175 -12.175 0

Rz 619.16 0 Rz 619.16 0 0

Mx 0 -1.79 Mx 0 -1.90 0

My 0 3.01 My 0 2.95 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

M 430,XM

R 0o, X 430, Y

430
UPSTREAM

449
5

NOTE: MODEL 4R USES PINNED CONNECTIONS AT
ENDS OF DIAGONAL BRACING ELEMENTS.

x

Figure 41. Alternate configuration models 4 and 4R dead load reactions
and out-of-plumb displacements (results from loading 1)
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MC')EL 5 MODEL 5 R

JOINT 5 430 JOINT 5 430 17

Rx 192.82 -192.82 Rx 192.82 -192.82 0

Ry 12.80 -12.80 Ry 12.80 -12.80 0

Rz 580.25 0 Rz 580.25 0 0

Mx 0, -0.62 Mx 0 -0.67 0

My 0 3.06 MY 0 3.04 0

UNITS KIPS, INCHES

R 440", R 43 0, YRox

430

---- UPSTREAM

-0S

z 249
R 5 X

5
R1

11 R5, R .ZDOW NSTREAM 17

z
24

Y

NOTE: MODEL 5R USES PINNED CONNECTIONS AT
ENDS OF DIAGONAL BRACING ELEMENTS.

x

Figure 42. Alternate configuration models 5 and 5R dead load reactions

and out-of-plumb displacements (results from loading 1)
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Table 9

Comparison of Gate Leaf Weights and Out-of-Plumb Displacement

Dead Weight Out-of-Plumb
Figure Weight Percent Displacement
No. Model kips* Increase** in. Ratio**

32 Conventional gate 571.864 -- 8.907 1.0
33 Conventional gate with enlarged 589.956 +3.2 9.334 1.049

diagonals
34 Double-skin plate 630.75 +10.3 0.044 0.005
35 Torque-tube model 1 572.55 +0.12 3.483 0.391
36 Torque-tube model IL 579.45 +1.3 1.852 0.208
37 Torque-tube model 2 595.10 +4.1 0.452 0.051
38 Torque-tube model 3 593.32 +3.8 0.516 0.058
39 Torque-tube model 3S 576.22 +0.8 1.602 0.180
40 Torque-tube model 3SP 568.52 -0.7 1.580 0.177
41 Alternate configuration model 4 619.16 +8.2 0.530 0.059
41 Alternate configuration model 4R 619.16 +8.2 0.547 0.061
42 Alternate configuration model 5 580.25 +1.4 1.733 0.195
42 Alternate configuration model 5R 580.25 +1.4 1.741 0.195

* Includes weight of inactive diagonals but not of miscellaneous items such

as rivets, weld material, etc.
** Relative to conventional gate.

96. Results of the torsional stiffness investigation indicate that when

a double-skin plate is provided and diagonals are removed, the gate leaf is

about 30 times as stiff as the Bankhead Lock gate without diagonals and about

10 times as stiff as the gate leaf with diagonals in place. Similarly,

torque-tube models 1, IL, 2, 3, 3S, 3SP, and alternate configuration models 4,

4R, 5, and 5R are about 2.4, 4.3, 12.7, 11.4, 4.7, 4.7, 12.3, 12.0, 4.6, and

4.6 times as stiff, respectively, as the conventional gate without diagonals.

Models 1, IL, 3, 3S, 3SP, 4, 4R, 5, and 5R are about 1.3, 1.8, 3.8, 2.0, 1.6,

4.1, 3.9, 2.0, and 1.9 times as stiff, respectively, as the conventional gate

with diagonals. The addition of diagonals to models 1, IL, 3, 3S, 3SP, 4, 4R,

5, and 5R provides increases in stiffness of about 1.8, 1.4, 1.1, 1.4, 1.2,

1.1, 1.1, 1.5, and 1.4 times, respectively, as those models without diagonals.

The diagonals almost double the stiffness of model I and increase the stiff-

ness of models IL and 3S by approximately 40 percent, and only increase the

stiffness of model 3 by approximately 10 percent. The addition of a positive

diagonal to model 3SP increases the stiffness by approximately 20 percent.

The diagonals increase the stiffness by 10 percent on models 4 and 4R and
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Table 10

Torsional Stiffness Results, Bankhead Gate

Relative

R3  Torsional

Model Y-Reaction at Joint 17, kips Stiffness

Conventional gate* -2.875 1.0

Conventional gate with diagonals -9.725 3.4

Conventional gate with enlarged -11.219 3.9
diagonals

Double-skin plate* -84.736 29.5

Torque-tube model 1* -6.927 2.4

Torque-tube model IL* -12.332 4.3

Torque-tube model I with diagonals -12.639 4.4

Torque-tube model IL with diagonals -17.355 6.0

Torque-tube model 2* -36.429 12.7

Torque-tube model 3* -32.677 11.4

Torque-tube model 3S* -13.55 4.7

Torque-tube model 3SP* -13.55 4.7

Torque-tube model 3 with diagonals -36.797 12.8

Torque-tube model 3S with diagonals -19.210 6.7

Torque-tube model 3SP with positive -15.776 5.5
diagonal only

Alternate configuration, model 4* -35.287 12.3

Alternate configuration, model 4R* -34.611 12.0

Alternate configuration, model 4 -40.148 14.0
with diagonals

Alternate configuration, model 4R -38.528 13.4
with diagonals

Alternate configuration, model 5* -13.253 4.6

Alternate configuration, model 5R* -13.200 4.6

Alternate configuration, model 5 -19.457 6.8
with diagonals

Alternate configuration, model 5R -19.040 6.6
with diagonals

* No diagonals.
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almost 50 percent on models 5 and 5R. There is a negligible change in stiff-

ness of models 3, 3S, and 3SP when access holes are added to girder webs.

97. A conventional gate with enlarged diagonals experiences the 15 per-

cent increase (from 3.4 to 3.9) in torsional stiffness compared with the con-

ventional model with diagonals. Model IL without diagonals is stiffened in

torsion by 79 percent (from 2.4 to 4.3) compared with model I without diag-

onals, but only by 36 percent (from 4.4 to 6) when both models IL and 1 con-

tain diagonals; model 3S without diagonals decreases in stiffness by 59 per-

cent (from 11.4 to 4.7) compared with model 3 without diagonals, and by

48 percent when both models 3S and 3 contain diagonals. Model 3SP without

diagonals is the same stiffness as model 3S. Model 3SP with positive diagonal

decreases in stiffness by 18 percent when compared to model 3S with diagonals.

Models 4 and 4R with and without diagonals are approximately the same stiff-

ness as model 3 with and without diagonals. The same is also true when com-

paring models 5 and 5R to model IL.

Prestressing Behavior

98. One of the objectives of this study was to determine the behavior

of the models during the prestressing of the gate diagonals. The models to be

prestressed were models 1, IL, 3, 3S, and 3SP. A conventional gate, with and

without enlarged diagonals, was also investigated. The results of the dead

load analysis and torsional stiffness study showed that model 3 is within

15 percent of both the dead load deflection and torsional stiffness of

model 2. Therefore, model 2 will not be investigated any further. Also, gate

performance improvements comparable to those of the torque-tube models could

be achieved with alternate configuration models such as models 4, 4R, 5,

and 5R, but the associated weight increase and fabrication problems made these

models unacceptable. After investigating models 4, 4R, 5, and 5R and evalu-

ating minimal increase in torsional stiffness as compared with the torque-tube

models, the task group members recommended that these models not be considered

for further study.

99. A prestressing superposition procedure was used and is illustrated

in Figure 43 and presented in Report 4, "Alternate Configuration Miter Gate

Finite Element Studies - Closed Sections." This procedure (summarized here)

insures plumbness of the gatj after the jacking and tensioning of the gate
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diagonals are completed. It was initially used on the conventional gate model

and was intended to make the diagonal braces on the model experience the

actual field measured diagonal forces on the Bankhead Lock gates. The super-

position procedure was established to make the negative diagonal force, T 1

in Figure 43, and the positive diagonal force, T2 in Figure 43, equal their

field measured values as follows:

Diagonal force - area x (average field measured stress)

Negative diagonal force T 1 - 25.0 in. x 11.12 ksi T = 278.0 k

Positive diagonal force = T 2 = 30.0 in.
2 x 19.97 ksi T2 - 5 9 9 .18 k

100. The superposition procedure was conducted by considering the gate

in its final position with prestressing diagonals in place, hanging freely

under its dead load, and held only by the pintle and gudgeon pin supports as

seen in Figure 43a. In this position, it is desired that the negative diago-

nal force T1 equal 2 7 8 .0k and that the positive diagonal force T2 equal

599.18 k , and that the resultant Y-direction reaction at joints 422 and 17,

the temporary tieback and jacking points, equal 0.

101. In order to accomplish this state of diagonal forces, a super-

position of three cases is performed as shown in Figure 43. The first super-

position case (Figure 43b) consists of the gate hanging freely under its full

dead load, but with no prestressing diagonals in place. A lateral support is

provided in the Y-direction at joint 17 on the structure to prevent rigid body

rotation. The Y-direction reaction at joint 17 is R1 , whose value is 0.0.

102. The second superposition case (Figure 43c) consists of the gate

supported as in the second case (i.e., with a tieback support added at the top

of the gate near the miter end at joint 442) and, in addition, the negative

prestressing diagonal (TI) is added prior to jacking. In this case, an un-

known jacking force (R2) is applied at joint 17 in the Y-direction downstream

and is set equal to f2R2 where

R2 = the virtual jacking force required to cause a unit displacement
at joint 17 in the Y-direction with only the negative prestress-
ing diagonal in place

f2 = a superposition factor by which R2 is multiplied in order to
compute the actual jacking force

103. The virtual jacking force R2 was computed as the Y-direction re-

action at joint 17, due to a unit Y-direction support displacement at joint 17

and with only the negative prestressing diagonal in place.
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104. The third, and last, superposition case (Figure 43d) consists of

the gate supported in the identical way as the second case with the negative

prestressing diagonal (T1) in place and with the positive prestressing diago-

nal (T2) put into place. This third superposition case is intended to model

the effect of releasing the jacking force after the positive diagonal is

attached.

105. The effect of releasing the jacking force applied in the second

superposition case is modeled as a reaction force applied in the Y-direction 'p

(downstream), and set equal to f3R3 where

R 3 the virtual jacking force required to cause a unit displacement
at joint 17 in the Y-direction with both the negative and posi-
tive prestressing diagonals in place

f 3 a superposition factor by which R3 is multiplied in order to

compute a force which is opposite in value to the actual joint 17
reaction force applied in the first and second superposition
cases. This is required since the final Y-directional reaction
at joint 17 must be equal to 0.0 as is the case in the real
structure

106. The virtual force R3 was computed as the Y-directional reaction

at joint 17, due to a unit Y-directional support displacement at joint 17, and

with both the negative and positive diagonals in place.

107. Referring again to Figure 43, the first, second, and third super-

position cases must add up to the case of the actual gate in its final dead

load state with both prestressing diagonals in place and at their field mea-

sured force values, with no reaction component at joints 17 and 442. The de-

tailed computation of the proper superposition factors f and f required
2 3 5

to accomplish this is presented in Report 4, the initial study of closed sec-

tions. Once the superposition factors were computed, loading combinations 11

(full dead load of gate), 12 (full dead load plus jacking force), and 13 (dead

load plus final prestressing forces) were computed for all models. The re-

quired jacking and negative diagonal forces resulting from loading 12 are sum-

marized in Table 11.

108. As expected, the jacking force is increased for model IL compared

with model I and decreased for models 3S and 3SP compared with model 3, as

listed in Table 11, because of the corresponding changes in torsional stiff-

ness in the torque-tube models (Table 10). Although the jacking force for

model 3 is a factor of 2.03 times that of model 1, the resulting tensile force
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Table 11

Summary of Jacking and Diagonal Force Results

for Loadings 12 and 13

Loading 12, kips Loading 13, kips

Model Jacking Diagonal* Diagonal* Diagonal*

Conventional gate 207.85 1,054.18 286.40 490.48
model

Conventional gate 257.13 1,429.29 381.0 595.37
with enlarged
diagonal

Model 1 185.88 592.36 103.06** 313.64**

Model IL 224.53 466.93 51.51 270.57

Model 3 378.26 314.2 14.03** 193.77**
Model 3S 216.69 429.53 49.28 243.82

Model 3SP 139.50 0.Ot 0.0 190.60

• Tension force.
• Taken from Report 2 of the miter gate study (Emkin, Goodno, and Will

1983b).

t Negative diagonal is deactivated.

in the negative diagonal for model 3 is almost one half that of model 1. Mod-

els IL and 3S, however, have Jacking and negative diagonal forces which differ

by less than 10 percent. At the same time, doubling the size of the diagonals

in the conventional gate model leads to a 24 percent increase in Jacking force

and a 36 percent increase in the negative diagonal force compared with the

conventional gate model.

109. Review of loading 13 in Table 11 indicates a nearly consistent

difference of about 200 kips between the negative and positive diagonal

forces. Miter Gate Case Committee Chairman Joseph Hartman hypothesized that

this difference in force may allow the negative diagonal force to be reduced

to zero, and thereby reduce the Jacking force required to plumb the gate.

Furthermore, a negative diagonal with no force could lead to the possible

elimination of the diagonal altogether. To evaluate the hypothesis, addi-

tional model studies were performed on torque-tube model 3S.

110. The new model, previously referred to as 3SP, was created by de-

activating the negative diagonal on model 3S. The weights of the negative
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diagonal and gusset plates were included in analysis. Except for deactivating

of negative diagonal, model 3SP is the same as shown in Figure 29.

111. The dead load displacement, torsional stiffness, and prestressing

behavi rot model 3SP were studied by using the same procedures previously

discussed. Results of the study are shown in Figure 40 and Tables 9, 10,

and 11.

112. Results for loading 13 (dead load plus the final prestressing

forces) on the models are presented in Figures 44 through 50. The forces in

the positive and negative diagonals are also shown in these figures, but val-

ues for all models are summarized in Table 11. The final diagonal forces are

increased 20 to 30 percent for a conventional gate model with double diagonals

compared with the conventional gate model, but models 1L and 3S have diagonal

forces which differ by less than 11 percent. However, a comparison of forces

for models 1 and IL and for models 3 and 3S, respectively, reveals consider-

able change in the final diagonal forces. Removal of the negative diagonal

from model 3S resulted in a 36 percent reduction in the jacking force and a

22 percent reduction in the positive diagonal force. A comparison of forces

for model 3SP and the conventional gate model reveals a 33 percent reduction

in jacking force and a 61 percent reduction in positive diagonal force.

Hydrostatic and Temporal Loading Behavior

113. An investigation was performed to clarify the behavior of several

of the models due to a hydrostatic high pool/low pool plus impact loading con-

dition on a mitered gate configuration. A temporal hydrostatic head pressure

loading, to simulate the resistance of the water on closing the gate, was also

examined. Detailed descriptions of these loading conditions may be found in

Report 4 of the miter gate studies which deals with closed sections. The

models to be analyzed with these loadings were models 1, 1L, 3, 3S, and 3SP

with diagonals and models IL, 3, and 3S without diagonals. Model 3H with

access holes and diagonals was also analyzed for hydrostatic high pool/low

pool plus impact to determine if the access holes altered the behavior when

compared with model 3 without access holes with diagonals. In addition to

these models, the conventional gate with diagonals was analyzed.

114. The resulting reactions at the pintle and gugeon pin, as well as

selected reactions along the miter and quoin ends due to hydrostatic high pool
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JOINT 5 430

Rx 198.10 -198.10

Ry 13.51 -13.53

Rz 594.74 0

Mx 0 -75.25

My 0 -72.50

UNITS- IKIPS. INCH-K IPS)

M~ 43,

M4R3430

430 UPSTREAM

POSITIVE DIAGONAL BRACE
(AXIAL FORCE = 490.48k ) TENSION

Rz

yDOWNSTREAM i

-. 244

Figure 44. Reactions and Joint displacements due to prestressing
and dead load for conventional gate model
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JOINT 5 430

P 204.33 -204.33

Ry 13.23 -13.24

Rz 613.55 0

Mx 0 -92.89

My 0 -89.22

UNITS: (KIPS, INCH-KIPS)

M430, RMx,' 43O.M~~ R3' 430I*R 430, Y' PSRA

UPSTREAM
430

POSITIVE DIAGONAL BRACE

(AXIAL FORCE - 5 95.3 7k) TENSION 191

449

Rs Zx

-4X NEGA TI VE DIA GONA L BRA CE

y DOWNSTREAMtK4
Figure 45. Reactions and joint displacements due to prestressing K.
and dead load for conventional gate model with enlarged diagonals
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JOINT 5 430

Rx 198,40 -198.40

Ry 13.46 -13.46

Rz 595.45 0

Mx 0 -24.00

My 0 -48.28

UNITS: (KIPS, INCH-KIPS)

4 3 0  DIGOAL UPSTREAM

POSITIVE DIAGONAL BRACE
(AXIAL FORCE= 3 13 .64 k) TENSION

*449

144

NEGA 7/VE DIA GONA L BRA CE
5 (AXIAL FORCE = 10 3 .0 6 k) TENSION

,/, e R 5"Z .z
'A y DOWNSTREAM

'24

x .

Figure 46. Reactions and joint displacements due to prestressing

r and dead load for model 1
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JOINT 5 430

Rx 200.73 -200.73

Ry 13.33 -13.33

Rz 602.63 0

Mx 0 -13.26

My 0 -40.89 _=

UNITS: (KIPS, INCH-KIPS)

M4430,X R43o'x "IR 430, Y ,

POSITIVE DIAGONAL BRACE .
(AXIAL FORCE = 2 7 0 5 k) TENSION .

4494

NEGA TI VE DIA GONA L BRA CE
5 (AXIAL FORCE = 515 TENS/ON

RR 5,Z

yDOWNSTREAM

Figure 47. Reactions and joint displacements due to prestressing
and dead load for model IL
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JOINT 5 430

Rx 205.12 -205.12

Ry 13.09 -13.09

Rz 617.05 0

Mx 0 0.88

My 0 -25.0

UNITS: IKIPS, INCH-KIPS)

M 43°'x / 430" Y

40 UPSTREAM430

POSITIVE DIAGONAL BRACE 10

(AXIAL FORCE = 19 3 .77 k) TENSION 0

R449

5 NEGATIVE DIAGONAL BRACE
(AXIAL FORCE = 14 .03k1 TENSION

"I ,s~y tR s,z

z

x "

Figure 48. Reactions and Joint displacements due to prestressing
and dead load for model 3
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JOINT 5 430

Rx 199.22 -199.22
RV 13.15 -13.15

Rz 599.27 0

1Mx 0 -2.94

My 0 -32.02
UNITS: (KIPS, INCH-KIPS)

M430,X

'b*. R43joX ,#.R 4 3 0 , Y

430 UPSTREAM

-S-

POSITIVE DIAGONAL BRACE
(AXIAL FORCE= 2 4 3 .8 2 k) TENSION -

II

R5 x

5 NEGATIVE DIAGONAL BRACE
S(AXIAL FORCE=- 4 9 2 8 k) TENSION

JOINTY 5540

SDOWNSTREAM

x

Figure 49. Reactions and joint displacements due to prestressing
and dead load for model 3S
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JOINT 5 357

Rx 196.31 -196.31

Ry 13.28 -13.28

Rz 590.72 0 4

Mx 0 -0.75 d.

My 0 -23.89

UNITS: (KIPS, INCH-KIPS)

M35 7,X

UPSTREAM
357

POSITIVE DIAGONAL BRACE
(AXIAL FORCE = 

19 0 .6 k) TENSION

\K-%A

NEGA TI VE DIAGONAL BRACE
(AXIAL FORCE = 0 .0 k) TENSION

9R

,Oo R5, y t R ,z

yDOWNSTREAM1

* Negative diagonal inactive.

Figure 50. Reactions and joint displacements due to prestressing

and dead load for model 3SP (negative diagonal inactive)*
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loading upstream and low pool loading downstream, are shown in Figures 51

through 59 for models 1, IL, 3, and 3S with diagonals; models 1L, 3, and 3S

without diagonals; and model 3H with diagonals, respectively. Reactions for

model 3SP are similar to model 3S. In addition to these models, the same re-

sults for a conventional gate model are presented in Figure 59 for comparison.

For all cases the reactions are close, indicating that the torque tubes have

not significantly altered the distribution of the hydrostatic forces. The

major differences in the gudgeon and pintle reactions are for the vertical

component R . The conventional gate has 0.0 for the R reaction whileZ z

model I has -36.12 kips, model IL has -108.35 kips, all model 3 cases have

-111.36 kips, and model 3S cases have -55.68 kips. These reactions are due to

the buoyancy effects on the bottom torque tube of models I and IL and the side

torque tubes of models 3, 3H, 3S, and 3SP. b

115. The reactions and miter end displacements due to the temporal

hydrostatic loading are presented in Figures 60 through 67 for models 1, IL,

3, 3S, and 3SP with diagonals and models IL, 3, and 3S without diagonals,

respectively. For comparison purposes, the reactions and miter end displace-

ments for the conventional gate and conventional gate with enlarged diagonals

are presented in Figures 68 and 69, respectively. Of particular interest are

the values of twist of the gate to temporal loading. Measuring the twist as

the difference in Y-displacements between joints 24 and 449 shown in Fig-

ures 60 through 69, the twist for the various models is shown below:

Model I with diagonals 3.43 in.
Model IL with diagonals 2.38 in.
Model 3 with diagonals 1.03 in.
Model 3S with diagonals 2.00 in.
Model IL without diagonals 3.36 in.
Model 3 without diagonals 1.16 in.
Model 3S without diagonals 2.85 in.
Model 3SP with positive diagonal 2.43 in.
Conventional gate with diagonals 4.67 in.
Conventional gate with enlarged 4.05 in.
diagonals

116. The twist values listed above indicate that model 3 with and with-

out diagonals has the highest level of stiffness under temporal loading while

conventional gate with enlarged diagonals and model 1 are approximately three

times as flexible as model 3. Model IL with diagonals experiences only

70 percent of the twist displacement under temporal loading as model 1 with
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JOINT 5 430

Rx 1154.71 206.40

Ry 405.17 48.53

Rz -108.35* 0

[Mx 0 98.73
My+ 0 34.18
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JOINT 5 430

Ax 1179.15 210.30

By 435.00 28.16

Az -111.36 0

MVX 0 77.54

my 0 26.64

M43 YUNITS: (KIPS, INCH--KIPS)

43030

1212. 20k.49k

1336*k724 32k4

757. 4 05

z DOWNSTREAM
%y

x

Figure 53. Reactions due to hydrostatic load (high pool/
low pool) for model '3 with diagonals
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JOINT 5 430

RX i 1198.11 210.08

Ry 441.81 27.59

Rz -111.36* 0

Mx 0 77.88

My 0 26.85

UNITS: (KIPS, INCH-KIPS)
UPLIFT DUE TO BUOYANCY OF

M430,x , BOTTOM TORQUE TUBE

70.87 30
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'*
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3' 
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Figure 58. Reactions due to hydrcatatic loading khtgh p "
for model 3 with access holes and with dla~o
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JOINT 5 430

Rx 1239.41 179.70

RV 421.97 51.07

Rz 0 0

MVX 0 80.40

My 0 135.28

M430 YUNITS: IKIPS. INCH-KIPS)

M4250.5Y

Z DOWNSTREAM
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JOINT 5 430 577

Rx -2.46 -114.11 116.50

Ry -71.21 97.85 -104.9

Rz 0 0 0

Mx 0 -5.72 0

My 0 -15.98 0

UNITS: KIPS. INCHES

M 430, x UPSTREAM
&all R43o'x / I43o, Y

h~r( 150.31 k
430 Rs77 (STRUT ARM

CONNECTION) oA( '

449[

DOWNSTREAM - 24

z 24

x

Figure 60. Reactions and displacements for model 1 with
diagonals for temporal hydrostatic loading
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JOINT 5 430 577
RX -1.51 -100.58 111.09

RV -67.78 93.18 -100.03

Rz 0 0 0
Mx 0 -8.97 10

My 0 -13.88 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

M430,XUPSTREAM

4

Figure 61. Reactions and displacements for model IL with
diagonals for temporal hydrostatic loading
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JOINT 5 430 577

Rx -4.17 -101.44 105.61

Ry -64.56 88.70 -95.09

RZ 0 0 0

Mx 0 14.36 0
my 0 1.80 0
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JOINT 5 4-30 577-

R. -4.19 -101.42 105.61
RV 484.56 88.70 -95.09

Rz 0 0 0

Mx 0 15.63 0

My 0 -0.77 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

M4301

M4 0oX UPSTREAM
lf- R4",jx /R4g 0 Y

R

z 2

Figure 63. Reactions and displacements for model 3S with
diagonals for temporal hydrostatic loading
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JOINT 5 430 577
Rx -4.25 -101.36 105.61
Ry -64.56 88.70 -95.09

Rz 0 0 0

Mx 0 112.51 1 0

MY 0 1-2.82 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

M430,XUPSTREAM
~..R43,x R4j 0 , Y

R SIX

55

DOWNS TREAM

Z 24 1

Figure 64. Reactions and displacements for model 3SP (inactive negative
diagonal) for temporal hydrostatic loading
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JOINT 5 430 577

AX -0.33 -110.76 111.09"

Ay -67.77 93.16 -100.03

R, 0 0 0

Mx 0 -23.47 0I
MY 0 -13.36

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

"430X IRUPSTREAM
*b*,. R430,x 430 . y

430 j., DOWN7 STREAM
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JOINT 5 430 577

Rx -4.17 -101.43 105.60

Ry -64.56 88.70 -95.09

FRZ 0 0 0

Mx 0 13.29 0

My 0 14.19 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCH ES

M3,X I40 UPSTREAM

DOWN57 STREAM ~

Z 4

Rs~x

Fiue6. ecinsaddslaeet frmdl5 ihu

diur 6.anals or temporachydros aticlodingitou
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JOINT 5 430 577

Rx -4.32 -101.29 105.61

Ry -64.66 88.70 -95.09

Rz 0 0 0
Mx 0 12.25 0

MY 0 3.90 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCH4ES

M430,XUPSTREAM
'&- R40.x /R43 0 ,Y

43OWN7 STREAM

4>

Fgre 7 ecin n ipaemnsfrmdl3 ihu

Figue6dianals for tempachydrosaticlodingSwthu
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JOINT 5 '430 577

Rx -3.83 -118.24 122.08
Ry -74.81 102.72 -109.92

Rz 0 0 0

Mx 10 14.09 0

MY1 0 1-10.33 0
UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

R430' x UPSTREAM

Rt~x

Figure 68. Reactions and displacements for conventional
gate model for temporal hydrostatic loading
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JOINT 5 430 577
Rx -3.83 -118.25 122.0

Ry -74.82 102.73 -109.0

Rz 0 0 0

Mx 0 6.74 0

My 0 -9.07 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

43X RTR0UPSTREAM
R x IR 0 Y 164.3k

CONNECTION)

449

R;Z 5,

X R S, -- -I

DOWNSTREAM j

z 24

Figure 69. Reactions and displacements for conventional gate

with enlarged diagonals for temporal hydrostatic loading
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diagonals. Model 3S with diagonals undergoes almost twice the twist displace-

ment of model 3 with diagonals, and model 3SP with positive diagonal only

undergoes 2.4 times the twist displacement of model 3 with diagonals. Fi-

nally, models IL and 3S (each with diagonals) are almost the same in level of

twist displacement. All gate leaf twisting listed above is consistent with

torsional stiffness values presented earlier in Table 10.

Vertical Torque-Tube Design Considerations

117. The contribution of the torque tubes to the action of the leaves

as a three-hinged arch may be neglected. The torque tubes will increase the

torsional stiffness of the leaves, and this added stiffness may reduce or

eliminate the cross-sectional area required for the diagonals. Studies are

ongoing to develop design methods to account for torque-tube stiffness. If

the torque tubes are installed by welding as permanent components of the leaf,

consideration may be given to respacing the intermediate diaphragms using

three equal spaces between torque-tube diaphragm plates. This approach will

influence, to some extent, the intercostal and skin-plate designs and may

eliminate the option of operating the gate without torque tubes in the event

of maintenance and repair problems. The vertical torque tubes are located at

the quoin and miter ends of gate leaf seen in Figures 27 through 29 and de-

scribed below:

a. Quoin end torque tube is made up of a vertical diaphragm plate
equal in width to the horizontal girder web depth, the down-
stream plate approximately of the same width, the quoin dia-
phragm plate, and the skin plate. The torque tube is square
in cross section, discontinuous between horizontal girders,
and extends from bottom girder to top girder. Access holes
are provided in the vertical torque-tube diaphragm plates to
facilitate fabrication and maintenance. The torque tube may
be of welded or bolted construction.

b. Miter end torque tube is the same as the quoin end torque
tube, with its location on the miter end of the leaf.

c. Dimensions and details of torque-tube sections are listed

below:

(1) Definitions

t (TD) - thickness, torque-tube diaphragm plate
w (TD) = width, torque-tube diaphragm plate
h (TD) = height, torque-tube diaphragm plate
t (TDS) = thickness, torque-tube downstream plate
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w (TDS) - width, torque-tube downstream plate
h (TDS) - height, torque-tube downstream plate

(2) Component sizes

Minimum thickness: t (TD) - t (TDS) - 3/8 in.

Maximum thickness: t (TD) - t (TDS) = vertical leaf
diaphragm
thickness

w (TD) - horizontal girder web depth

w (TDS) = w (TD) - (1/2 x quoin or miter diaphragm flange
width)

h (TD) - horizontal girder spacing less half of
girder-web thickness above and below

h (TDS) = horizontal girder spacing less half of
downstream girder flanges above and below

(3) The torque-tube diaphragm and downstream plates with the
skin and quoin or miter diaphragm plates form a square,
vertical tube section between two horizontal girders.
Downstream flange splices, if any, should be located out-
side the torque tube toward the center line of the leaf
to avoid weld concentrations. The downstream plate of
the torque tube may be butt welded to the girder flange
plates or fillet welded, overlapping the inside face of
flange plates.

118. Hartman* has proposed a procedure for torsional design of miter

gates with torque tubes based on information from EM 1110-2-2703 and

Blodgett.**

a. The following formulas use nomenclature changed from that used
in the references to the following:

ES  Modulus of elasticity for shear (12 x 106 psi)
Jv Torsional resistance of all vertical members (sum), in. 4

JH Torsional resistance of all horizontal members (sum),

in.
4

L Vertical distance between top and bottom girders, in.

LH  Horizontal distance from pintle to miter end, in.

TZ  Torque area: Torque (T) times distance (Z) between
points of application and reaction, kip-in.2

* Author of Part II.
** 0. W. Blodgett. 1976. "Design of Welded Structures," The James F.

Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation, Cleveland, Oh.
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b. The following equation is taken from the publication by
Blodgett and is identified as Equation 4 in the text of that
publication.

Derivation

TORQUE FRAME

PLVL H I___A - Es(1

E + J

Since T - P x LV

Then TZ = (P x ')LH

The above equation can be rewritten as

A = T ( - ) (2)E= S  + J

c. The following two equations are taken from material in
EM 1110-2-2703. They are identified as Equations 3-23
and 3-26 in the manual.

A Tz (3)
Qo + EQ

where Q0  and EQ are elasticity constants of a leaf without

diagonals, and of the diagonals, respectively. Since
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-O KE s J + _ (4)

and since, for a leaf without diagonals, the following is
true:

EQ - 0

A TZ (5)

KE (3 3

119. Note the similarity of Equations 2 and 5, derived from the two

different references. The only difference is the constant K which is

assigned an empirical value to make values from Equation 5 conform to limited

experimental results.

120. From Equations 2 and 3, it can be seen that the elasticity con-

stant (stiffness) due to torque tubes should be

QT E S (JV + (6)

where JVT and JHT represent the sums of the torsional resistance of all

vertical and horizontal torque tubes. Equation 3, found in EM 1110-2-2703 may

then be modified to

TzT + 
(7)qo+ QD + QT

where Q0 I QD " and QT represent the elasticity constants due to thin-

member torsion of gate components, addition of diagonals, and action of torque

tubes, respectively. Equations 6 and 7 should be used as the basis for design

of gates with torque tubes.

121. If torque tubes are not continuous the full height (or width) of
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the gate, a modified torsional resistance (JEQ) must be used in Equation 6.

Consider the following example.

S JJi 2

Q ~ ~ -= ---- -wm ETI .L s J42 1

Let m- = LI/L and n-L/L , then

11 2

Q - E ( E J11 2

andLif Q L ES(JQ /L) then Q EQI

S - + nJ 1

I 12JEQ W J2 + nJ 1

It can be seen that the magnitude of JEQ will be greatly reduced if the

value of J or J2 is very small. This would be the case if the torque
tubes were not full length.

Comparative Analysis of Gallipolis Gate

122. After the analysis of the Bankhead gates, another finite element

model was developed based on the geometry of the lower miter gates of the main

lock for Gallipolis Lock and Dam on the Ohio River. The Gallipolis gate was
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selected in an attempt to verify the results obtained from the Bankhead

analysis.

123. Each lower miter gate leaf for the Gallipolis main lock is approx-

imately 58 ft high and 62 ft wide. The gate has a conventional, horizontally

framed configuration with 12 horizontal girders. Between the four corners of

each leaf are single sets of three diagonals located on the downstream face.

124. The gate geometry was modeled similar to the Bankhead gate by

using the GTSTRUDL program. Three CM models of conventional and torque-tube

configurations were developed to evaluate gate behavior for the various load-

ing conditions previously discussed. The models, referred to as models ORH,

ORHT and ORHT1, are illustrated in Figures 70 and 71. Notes: Model ORHT is

model OHR with a vertical torque tube at each nod of the gate. Model ORHT1 is

model ORHT without the negative diagonal.

125. Load cases used for the Bankhead gate model analysis were also

used to analyze the Gallipolis models. Results of the analysis are shown on

Figures 72 through 80 and summarized in Tables 12, 13, and 14. The tables

also show a comparison between the Gallipolis conventional gate and torque-

tube models ORHT and ORHT1, as well as the Bankhead conventional gate and

torque-tube models 3S and 3SP.

126. Review of the tables indicates that although the Gallipolis gate

is about one half the weight and about 30 ft shorter than the conventional

Bankhead gate, the out-of-plumb displacement is almost fifty percent greater.

However, the displacement for the torque-tube models is about the same. The

Gallipolis torque-tube models gained a greater increase in torsional stiffness

when compared to the Gallipolis conventional gate than did the Bankhead gate

torque tubes.

127. Results of prestressing behavior analysis are shown in Table 14.

Initial prestress jacking loads on Gallipolis gate models are consistent with

Bankhead gate models. However, final prestressing loads show an average dif-

ference of approximately 110 kips between the negative and positive diagonal

forces. Removal of the negative diagonal from model ORHT resulted in a

52 percent reduction in jacking force and a 36 percent reduction in positive

diagonal force. A comparison of forces for model ORHTI and conventional

Gallipolis gate models reveals a 76 percent reduction in jacking force and an

83 percent reduction in positive diagonal force, Furthermore, eliminating the

negative diagonal has reduced the force in the positive diagonal in agreement
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13.123 I0AL to OO Pu tsw
"1349 WUOIGAL in UITS Me3 M14S

ftSOtZNI 8 3.0 V 0.0 X -M0.

Figure 70. Finite element model, Gallipolis
conventional gate model ORH

with Hartman's hypothesis previously discussed in paragraph 108.

128. Results of the hydrostatic and temporal head loading analysis are

consistent with results of the Bankhead gate model studies. Reactions and

displacements for temporal head loading behavior are shown in Figures 78, 79,

and 80. The gate twist, due to temporal head loading, was measured as the

difference in Y-displacement between joints 31 and 383. The twist for models

with diagonals is shown on the following page:
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Model ORB 3.40 in.Mode ORH 2.0 iI
Model ORHT1 2.09 in.
Conventional 4.67 in.
Bankhead Gate

Model 3S 2.00 in.

Model 3SP 2.43 in.

129. The twist values listed in paragraph 123 show a close agreement
between the Bankhead and Gallipolis torque-tube models. This further verifies

the results obtained from the Bankhead analysis.

YP.316 "Ns"N "@?.F UNITS Pen IN"H

4@IATIOWS a 36.0 V - 0.0 N -70.0

Figure 71. Hidden line plot of Gallipolis

torque-tube models ORHT and ORHTL
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JOINT 5 357 26
Rx 139.27 -139.27 0

Ry 8.09 -8.09 0

Rz 292.52 0 0

Mx 0 1-0.53 10

LMY1 0 1-1.04 0 o
UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

M13,- y.

M357 x

UPSTREAM

5I

~4v IRS~z

DOWNSTREAM 26

y 31

x

Figure 72. Conventional gate model ORH showing dead load displacements
and out-of-plumb displacements
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JOINT 5 357 26

Rx 147.09 -147.09 0

Ry 8.19 -8.19 0
Rz 308.81 0 0

Mx 0 0.25 0

My 0 0.29 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

M357,X 
357

R35757

357

UPSTREAM

383 !

5

DOWNSTREAM 26

y 31

x

Figure 73. Torque-tube model ORHT showing dead load displacements

and out-of-plumb displacements
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JOINT 5 357 26

FIX 0 0 0
Ry 0 0 0

Rz 296.99 0 0

Mx 0 0 0

MY 0 0 HO
UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

41R357, Y

M35357

UPSTREAM

R SIX
5

DOWNSTREAM 26

Y 31

x

Figure 74. Torque-tube model ORHT1 shoving dead load displacements
and out-of-plumb displacements (positive diagonal only)
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JOINT 5 357

Rx 144.76 -144.76

Ry 8.42 -8.42

Rz 304.22 0
1 Mx 1 0 -9.22

1 MY 1 0 -57.65

UNITS: (KIPS, INCH-KIPS)

FM357 Y

M35357

POSITIVE DIAGONAL BRACE00
(AXIAL FORCE = 63 2.2k) TENSION INS

5 NEGATIVE DIAGONAL BRACE
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JOINT 5 357

Ax 152.95 -152.95

Ry 8.52 -8.52

Az 321.16 0

MEx J 0 -0.52

1my 10 -58

UNITS: IKIPS, INCH-KIPS)

M357,X

UPSTREAM
357

POSITIVE DIAGONAL BRACE&
4. (XIA FORE - 170.5k) TENSION

NEGA TI VE DIAGONAL BRACE

y DOWNSTREAM

Figure 76. Reactions and joint displacements due to prestressing
and dead load (load 13) for torque-tube model ORHT
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JOINT 5 357

Rx 144.53 -14.53

Ry 7.54 -.~754
Rz 307.82 0

Mx 10 -14
L MY 1 0 1-9.78

UNITS: (KIPS, INCH-KIPS)

M 3 357

~,,- Rg357 y

357 UPSTREAM

POSITIVE DIAGONAL BRACE
(AXIAL FORCE = 10 . 6k) TENSION

3831

R5 x MM

NEGATIVE DIAGONAL BRACE

yDOWNSTREAM -
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JOINT 5 357 4065
Rx -0.01 -130.18 130.18

R -69.99 107.21 -117.22

Az 0 0 0

Mx 0 2.5 0

My 0 11 -71 0
UNITS: KIPS. INCHES

M3SX",X 357, Y UPSTREAM

R 3S " ' 175.2k

357 R4 (STRUT ARM

CONNECTION)

TENION383

SI$X COMPRESSION

XR 'y Z

DOWNSTREAM

z 31

Figure 78. Reactions and displacements for conventional gate model ORH
for temporal hydrostatic loading (load 4)
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JOINT 5 357 406

Rx 0 -138.95 138.95

Ry -74.22 113.95 -125.11

RZ 0 0 0

Mx 0 2.54 0

My 0 -3.76 0
UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

M~5k

M357 7x / UPSTREAM

RU 
". 

R 6 7 8 . 7

35 45(SRTp
CONECTON

(AXALFOCE 4.2k

TEWNSO 383 'S --

Ist~

z 139



JOINT 5 '357 405
Rx 0 -141.83 141.83

Ry -74.22 116.54 -127.71

Rz 0 0 0
Mx 0 0.52 1 0 1

My 0 -5.92 0

UNITS: KIPS, INCHES

MxV,X N7 UPSTREAM

ti (AXIAL FORCE 0. 0)
Iss
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Table 12

Comparison of Gate Leaf Weights and Out-of-Plumb Displacements

Gallipolis Lower Miter Gate

Out-of-Plumb

Figure Weight Displacement

No. Model kips* in.- Ratio

32 Conventional 571.86 8.91 1.0*
Bankhead

gate

39 3S 576.22 1.60 0.180**

40 3SP 568.52 1.58 0.177**

72 ORH 292.52 12.42 1.0t

73 ORHT 308.81 1.30 0.105t

74 ORHT1 295.99 1.18 0.095t

* Includes weight of inactive diagonals but not of miscellaneous items such

as rivets, weld material, etc.
** Relative to conventional Bankhead gate.
t Relative to conventional Gallipolis gate.
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Table 13

Torsional Stiffness Comparisons

Relative

Torsional
Model Y-Reaction at Joint 26, kips Stiffness

0RH* -1.38 1.0**

ORH with -8.42 6.1*

diagonals

ORHT -20.32 14.7**

ORHT1 -15.40 11.2**

Conventional -2.88 1.0t
Bankhead gate

Conventional -9.725 3.41
Bankhead gate

3S -19.20 6.7t

3SP -15.78 5.5t

* No diagonals.

* Conventional Gallipolis gate without diagonals taken as 1.0.
t Conventional Bankhead gate without diagonals taken as 1.0.
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Table 14

Suary and Comparison of Jacking and Diagonal Force Results

for Loadings 12 and 13, Gallipolis Gate

Loading 12, kips Loading 13, kips
Negative Negative Positive

Model Jacking Diagonal* Diagonal* Diagonal*

Conventional 254.49 1,515.5 524.1 632.2
model ORH

Model ORHT 126.24 327.6 54.0 170.5

Model ORHT1 60.85 0.0** 0.0** 108.6

Conventional 207.85 1,054.2 286.4 490.5
Bankhead gate

Model 3S 216.69 429.5 49.28 243.82

Model 3SP 139.5 0.0** 0.0** 190.6

* Tension force.

Negative diagonal is deactivated.
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130. Analysis of the various stress levels in the Gallipolis models

shoved all stresses to be well below the allowable limits. Similar to the

Bankhead torque-tube studies, the Gallipolis torque-tube models offer a more

uniform distribution of stress when compared to the conventional gate models.

Conclusions

131. Conclusions drawn in this study are based on analyses of selected

gates. Therefore, strict design criteria based upon these studies cannot be

recommended. However, the studies provide a better understanding of behavior

of miter gate alternate configurations. Furthermore, analysis at the various

Gallipolis gate models tends to verify the results obtained from the Bankhead

gate analysis.

132. All portions of these studies which evaluated the overall behavior

of a miter gate tended to verify conventional design assumptions. Torsional

behavior of the conventional gate leaf is dictated by the presence of diago-

nals, which permit closed-section torsion of the gate rather than thin-member

torsion.

133. Analyses of the gate models have focused on their performance

characteristics, relative to conventional gate, in the following areas:

(a) deadweight and out-of-plumb displacements (Tables 9 and 12), (b) torsional

stiffness values (Tables 10 and 13), (c) jacking and diagonal forces due to

prestressing (Tables 11 and 14), (d) response to hydrostatic and temporal

loadings, and (e) reaction forces and stress states associated with hydro-

static, temporal, and jacking and prestressing loadings. The aforementioned

tables present summary data to support the principal findings of the study and

are discussed below.

134. The analyses indicate that the double-skin plate model is a con-

siderably stiffer structure than the original Bankhead design. The dead load

out-of-plumb deflection at the miter end was predicted to be 0.044 in. for the

double-skin model as compared with 8.907 in. for the conventional gate model.

This large reduction in the deflection is due to the fact that the shear cen-

ter is much closer to the center of gravity and also that the torsional

stiffness of a gate with closed cross section is much larger than that of the

original Bankhead design with open cross sections. Although the double-skin

plate model is stiffer than the original Bankhead model, there are several
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disadvantages in using the double-skin plate: (a) increased amount of steel

required (approximately 10 percent), (b) increased cost and/or difficulty in

fabricating the closed sections, and (c) increased maintenance costs and

difficulty of inspection of the enclosed regions.

135. Enlarging the diagonals to twice the cross-sectional area values

used for the conventional Bankhead gate results in a weight increase of 3 per-

cent and causes a 5 percent increase in dead load deflection. At the same

time, the torsional stiffness of the gate is increased 15 percent by the

larger diagonals yielding a 13 percent reduction in twist displacements be-

cause of temporal loading. For jacking and prestressing operations, a 24 per-

cent (or 50 kips) increase in jacking force is required for the enlarged diag-

onal case, and the final diagonal forces are increased by 20 to 30 percent

over corresponding values for the conventional gate. Overall, the conven-

tional gate with enlarged diagonals appears to be a less economical and

largely ineffective, yet very simple, approach to improved gate performance.

136. A comparison of torque-tube models I and IL reveals that model IL

offers significant improvements over model 1 with dead load displacements re-

duced to one half of model I values. At the same time, deadweight of the leaf

was increased by just 7 kips (1.2 percent) due to the increase in size of hor-

izontal torque tubes. Model IL shows a 37 percent improvement over model 1 in

torsional stiffness and a 30 percent reduction in gate twist as a result of

temporal loading. However, models 1 and IL both produce areas of concentrated

stresses in the quoin end diaphragm due to jacking. Finally, model IL has the

requirement for additional horizontal access holes for inspection of the en-

larged top and bottom torque tubes.

137. Models 3, 3S, and 3SP offer a more uniform distribution of stiff-

ness and stress than models I or 1L. Model 3 has greatly increased torsional

stiffness and thus a small dead load deflective value. However, model 3 is

15 kips or more (approximately 3 percent) heavier than models 1, IL, 3S, or

3SP and may be too stiff in that the required jacking force for model 3 ex-

ceeds that of the models IL and 3S by roughly 160 kips and exceeds model 3SP

by approximately 240 kips. On the other hand, models 3S and 3SP have the same

uniformity of stress distribution as model 3. The prestressing jacking force

for model 3S is approximately the same as the conventional gate. However, the

jacking force for model 3SP is approximately.68 kips less than the conven-

tional gate.
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1'8. The access holes in girder web plates investigated in model 3 pro-

duced a negligible difference in the out-of-plumb displacement and torsional

stiffness of model 3, 3S, or 3SP. In addition, the differences in the behav-

ior due to the hydrostatic loading were also negligible. Therefore, the ac-

cess holes have little effect on the gross behavior of models 3, 3S, or 3SP.

139. The Gallipolis gates are about two thirds the height of the

Bankhead gates and both are the same width. As previously discussed, the

model studies for both gates have demonstrated that improvement in gate per-

formance can be achieved with torque-tube configurations.

140. These studies have also shown that torque-tube models offer sev-

eral advantages over conventional gates as well as the double-skin plate

model. The diagonals on torque-tube models were found to slightly alter the

torsional stiffness and stress distributions due to hydrostatic and temporal

loadings. The effect of the vertical access hole was also found to be negli-

gible on the overall behavior of the gate. Therefore, torque-tube models

appear to offer an excellent alternative to conventional gate design for the

reasons noted above. A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of torque-

tube models is shown in Table 15.

Discussion

141. All of the methods of increasing leaf stiffness were evaluated ac-

cording to increase in leaf stiffness, added weight of gate leaves, complexity

ot fabrication, maintenance, and repair.

142. Since the top horizontal tube would not be subjected to sub-

mergence in the lower pool on a routine basis, inspection and maintenance for

this section would be minimal. Inspection and maintenance on the bottom hori-

zontal torque tube would also be easier and safer since the elevation above

the sill is minimal. The vertical tubes with access through bolted cover

plates or manholes in vertical diaphragms would require that inspection and

maintenance workers enter at each girder level with some leaves being more

than 100 ft in height.

143. The diagonal size used on Bankhead was not determined in relation

to temporal load, since this was not a design consideration at that time. The

significant point is that conventional diagonals of a larger size could have

increased the torsional stiffness of the Bankhead leaves considerably, as much
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Table 15

Evaluation of Torque-Tube Model Results

Model Advantages Disadvantages

1 Enormous stiffness. Judged too difficult to ad-
Double-skin plate just for exact closure

over entire gate and too expensive to
leaf between end fabricate and difficult
diaphragms to maintain. Not pursued

further.

Horizontal top and Reasonable jacking force of Too flexible, 3.5-in. dead
bottom torque 186 kips. load.
tubes Approximately same weight Low torsional stiffness

as original gate. versus models 1L, 3, 3S.
Higher stresses in dia-

phragms due to jacking
than model 3 or 3S.

Nonuniform distribution of
stiffness.

IL Stiffer than model 1. Ap- Nonuniform distribution of
Enlarged horizontal proximately same stiff- stiffness.

top and bottom ness as model 3S. Higher stress in diaphragms
torque tubes Approximately same weight than model 3 or 3S.

as original gate. More flexible than model 3S
Jacking force still and especially model 3.

achievable. Requires horizontal access
holes for inspections.

Horizontal torque Significant improvement in Judged too difficult to
tubes between top stiffness over model 1. fabricate and too
two girders and It seemed promising enough difficult to maintain.
between bottom two to warrant modifying into
girders; vertical model 3.
torque tubes be-
tween each end
diaphragm and the
adjacent first in-
terior diaphragms;
forming a continu-
ous tube all
around the gate
leaf

3 Stiffest torque-tube Too stiff. Jacking force
Side torque tubes model. Very little of 378 kips required
between end dead load deflection. if diagonals are used.
diaphragms and Uniform distribution of Heaviest torque-tube model.
second interior stiffness. Requires vertical access
diaphragms holes.

If diagonals are used, one
carries very little force.

(Continued)
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Table 15 (Concluded)

Model Advantages Disadvantages

3S Dead load deflection and Not as stiff as model 3.
Reduced side torque torsional stiffness ap- Requires vertical access

tubes, between end proximately the same as holes through all girders
diaphragm and model iL. at both ends.
first interior Jacking force approximately Requires two additional
diagphragm the same as model 1L. diaphragms.

Weight approximately the
same as model IL.

Uniform distribution of
stiffness.

Produces lower stresses
than model IL.

3SP Dead load deflection is Not as stiff as model 3.
Model 3S with posi- same as model 3S and Requires vertical access

tive diagonal only weight is the lowest of holes through all
all models. girders at both ends.

Torsional stiffness is less Requires two additional
than model 3S. diaphragms.

Jacking and diagonal forces
are considerably lower
than all other models.

Uniform distribution of
stiffness and stresses.

ORHT Large decrease in dead load Heavier weight than con-
Gallipolis gate with deflection and increase ventional gate.
vertical side in torsional stiffness Requires vertical or
torque tubes compared to conventional horizontal access holes

gate. through intermediate
Jacking force is one half diaphragms or girders.

the conventional gate Requires additional
value, diaphragms.

Diagonal forces are sig-
nificantly reduced.

ORHTI Lighter weight than model Not as stiff as model ORHT.
Model ORHT with pos- ORHT but a similar in- Same access hole require-

itive diagonals crease in torsional ments as model ORHT.
only stiffness compared to Requires additional

conventional gate. diaphragms.
Approximately same weight

as conventional gate.
Jacking force less than one
quarter the conventional
gate value.

Positive diagonal force one
sixth the conventional
gate value.
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as twice or more. This fact should be considered when comparing methods for

increasing gate stiffness.

144. There are many areas of consideration to be evaluated on each

gate. Conventional diagonals may be the acceptable choice for smaller gates

not subject to unusual loadings. On the other edge of the spectrum, torque

tubes have merit for larger gates with unusual loading conditions. The use of

vertical, horizontal, or a combination of the two systems of torque tubes will

also have to be selected on an individual gate basis. Experience indicates

that diagonals may, in all probability, be required to align the miter ends of

the leaves, due to fabrication tolerances and variation in gudgeon pin and

pintle locations. However, if miter bar attachments, castings or weldments,

could provide upstream or downstream adjustment of miter ends of torque-tube

gates, there might no longer be a need for diagonal stiffeners.

145. Increased fabrication cost is to be expected where torque tubes

are used, with the vertical tubes somewhat higher due to the greater number of

compartments. Inspection and maintenance will also have an increased cost,

again with the vertical tubes having an increase due to the number of compart-

ments and travel distance from the surface for workmen with equipment. For

some gates, the additional initial cost and increased maintenance may be out-

weighed by other benefits, thereby making torque tubes the better choice.

Only actual fabrication and construction will determine if horizontal or ver-

tical torque tubes are an acceptable and workable solution for increasing leaf

stiffness.

146. There is also some indication at this point that an increase in

,' stiffness may have detrimental side effects. Cracking of flange to gusset

plate connections and loss of gate leaf ability to deflect slightly and

achieve a reasonable bearing transfer position of the miter ends are among the

undesirable effects. This occurs on a daily basis when the temperature

changes and the leaves are not perfectly aligned vertically, with slight

changes in diagonals which usually cause a small negative deflection.

147. Another significant factor is that the ratio of deflection to

stiffness is nonlinear for conventional diagonals. The conventional gate

leaves without diagonals require little torque to twist the leaves a small

first inch away from the plumb, the ratio of torque to deflection is stillamount. While the diagonals increase the amount of torque required for the

similar to the leaf without diagonals. The leaves with torque tubes may
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follow this same pattern, and possibly influence the need for diagonals in

conjunction with torque tubes.

Recommendations

148. While the use of torque tubes appears to offer a potentially ac-

ceptable means of increasing leaf stiffness for miter gates, only actual fab-

rication and construction, combined with an extended period of operation, will

determine if the method will, in reality, be beneficial. There may be side

effects, other than possible weld cracking and loss of ability to deflect into

an acceptable miter position, that would be unacceptable. It is, therefore,

recommended that the utilization of horizontal and/or vertical torque tubes,

be approached carefully. The selection of these systems for individual gates

should be made only after prudent consideration of all factors, including but

not limited to, structural integrity, fabrication cost, and maintenance. This

selection should also give due consideration to possible future leaf modifica-

tions to alleviate problems and return the gate to a more conventional status,

should side effects be too detrimental. Detailed records of all aspects of

design, fabrication, construction, maintenance, repair, and performance must

be accurately documented for a proper system evaluation.

149. It is too soon to recommend a method of increasing stiffness that

could apply to all miter gates as a part of normal and standard design proce-

dure. The FE method of analysis, while valuable and worthwhile, must be com-

pared with and supported by known facts. This can only be accomplished by de-

signing, fabricating, instrumenting, and operating a miter gate of alternate

configuration.

I.
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PART I: GENERAL OVERVIEW

1. The appendix to this report includes information from the introduc-

tions, summaries, and conclusions of the six separate miter gate finite ele-

ment studies (in preparation) of the John Hollis Bankhead Lower Miter Gate,

Black Warrior River, Ala., listed and numbered for cross referencing in the

preface to this report. These reports were prepared by Drs. L. Z. Emkin,

K. M. Will, and B. J. Goodno of the Georgia Institute of Technology under the

direction of the Computer-Aided Structural Engineering (CASE) Project managed

by the Information Technology Laboratory, US Army Engineer Waterways

Experiment Station.

2. A summary of the separate finite element studies and how they inter-

relate is also included in the preface.

N
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PART II: SUMMARY OF REPORT 1, "INITIAL AND REFINED
FINITE ELEMENT MODELS (PHASES A, B, C)"

scope

3. Report 1 describes Phases A, B, and C of the study series as inves-

tigations with both member and plate finite elements used to represent one

gate leaf. This summary of Report 1 focuses on the different phase studies

and how they relate and are involved.

Phase A Study

Objective

4. The primary objective of the Phase A study was to develop a gross

mesh finite element (FE) model of one leaf of the miter gate and to investi-

gate its deformational behavior for a variety of construction and operational

loadings.

5. The original plan of the Phase A study called for a gate model

having as few degrees of freedom as practicable. Skin and thrust plates were

to be represented by planar FE's, while the horizontal girders, vertical

diaphragms, and intermediate stiffener members were to be added as one-

dimensional member elements.

6. After study of the displaced shape of the model for gravity loads,

it became apparent that the model was too flexible and did not properly ac-

count for torsional stiffness properties of the horizontal girders and verti-

cal diaphragms. After several iterations and test runs were made of a member

of modeling refinements including finite size of framed joints and member

eccentricities, it became apparent that a better FE model was needed.

Approach

7. The final model in Phase A of this study employs member elements to

represent the horizontal girder and vertical diaphragm flanges, intercostal

angles, and web stiffener plates. The same model functioned with prestressing

diagonals and plate FE's to represent the girder webs, vertical diaphragm

plates, and quoin and miter region thrust and connecting plates. The static

analysis of a single leaf was performed for gravity, temperature, and hydrau-

lic loadings for several different sets of gate support conditions. The
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sequence of diagonal prestressing operations (before, during, and after

application of prestressing forces) was considered in the analysis using a

superposition procedure.

Summary

8. A variety of member and FE representations of the overall leaf model

were developed and analyzed for self-weight loadings to calibrate the computer

models. In each instance, however, the computer models were found to be much

too flexible in that computed displacements for gravity loads were several

times larger than values observed in the field. Successive refinements were

made to the model so as to include all possible sources of stiffness in the

leaf structure; diagonal connection plates and finite size of framing joints

were found to be the principal contributors to this added stiffness. A series

of computer experiments involving a two-girder model showed that mesh refine-

ment alone was not sufficient to explain the discrepancy between observed and

computed gate performance; however, the refined mesh model would be required

for stress computations in follow-up studies. In the final analysis, a coarse

mesh (CM) model of the entire leaf, employing member elements for girder and

diaphragm flanges, intercostals, web plate stiffener bars, and prestressing

diagonals, was assumed to be a sufficiently accurate model of the structure

for the Phase A study. This final model was analyzed for temperature and hy-

draulic loadings, and a special superposition analysis sequence was developed

to properly account for construction Jacking operations and their effects on

diagonal member forces.

Conclusions and Recommendations

9. It is clear from the Phase A study that the CM model which employed

member elements to represent vertical diaphragms and horizontal girders is

totally inadequate for use in predicting gate leaf deformational behavior.

For the dead load analysis in the Phase A study, it was necessary to use the

CM FE model of the gate in which FE's are used to define vertical diaphragm

and horizontal girder webs. While the more refined model proved entirely ade-

quate for study of the gate leaf in a fully mitered configuration, it did not

yield reasonable displacement response values (compared with reported field

displacements) for the unprestressed gate leaf acted upon by gravity loads

only; in addition, the stress distribution obtained during prestressing opera-

tions is inconsistent and will require further study with this model. In es-

sence, it appears that the twisting stiffness of the gate leaf is not well
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represented by the Phase A CM FE model. Additional study and, perhaps, field

verification of properties, diagonal prestressing operations, etc. may be

required before satisfactory behavior is finally achieved.

10. It does appear that the Phase A study resulted in the development

of a sequential analysis procedure which accurately represents the actual

field prestressing operation and its resulting effects on the diagonals. In

addition, the jacking force was accurately predicted by the model.

11. An attempt was made to give an overall sense of the stress levels

produced in certain regions of the gate for selected loadings. While some of

the stresses were high and most were well below allowable values, it must be

noted that an accurate determination of element stresses in the model will

require mesh refinement in selected regions of the structure. Determination

of element stresses in vertical diaphragms near the bottom of the gate, in

diagonal connector (gusset) plates, and in horizontal girder web and thrust

plates near quoin and miter ends are strongly recommended for follow-up

studies, once model twisting stiffness has been properly accounted f3r. Until

the model is capable of predicting accurate element stresses for all applied

loadings, it is a meaningless, albeit simple, exercise to compare present

stress values with results of hand computations provided by the US Army Engi-

neer District, Mobile. This was not done in the Phase A study, but should be

a high priority task for the subsequent studies.

12. The principal task for follow-up studies must be the continuation

of parameter studies initiated with the two-girder model studies, which are

used to identify all factors influencing gate leaf twisting stiffness. The

two-girder models have shown that finite size of framing joints is an impor-

tant modeling refinement which cannot be neglected, whereas mesh refinement

alone as well as the torsional stiffness of horizontal girder flanges do not

significantly affect gate twisting stiffness under gravity load. It is recom-

mended that these parameter studies be continued to identify all factors con-

tributing to dead load response of the gate leaf.

13. With a proper description of gate leaf stiffness properties, it

will be possible to consider such additional and important loadings as the

effect of wedging of an obstruction at the quoin or under one leaf while open-

ing or closing the gate, or the effect of one diagonal breaking during leaf

opening or closing as originally proposed in the scope of work for 1he Phase B
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analysis. Successive refinement of the present model is of fundamental impor-

tance to these additional studies.

Phase B Study

Objectives

14. The objective of the Phase B study can be summarized as follows:

a. Develop a fine-mesh verification model for comparison with
Phase A model II.

b. Check the torsional stiffness of the gate leaf model with diag-
onals prestressed to actual field-measured values; also compare
torsional stiffness with hand-calculated values from US Army
Engineer (USAE) District, Mobile. Work in this area resulted
in new prestressing and analysis procedures. However, based on
discussions with Mr. James D. Gibson of Q-values and related
hand-calculation procedures used by the USAE District, Mobile,
a direct comparison of torsional stiffness values using com-
puter and hand-based computational approaches may not be possi-
ble at this time because vastly different approaches are used.

c. Compare hand-calculation and model stress results for hori-
zontal girder 10 at the center line of the leaf and at the end
diaphragm for normal hydrostatic loading. The hand calculation
results were to be obtained from the USAE District, Mobile.

d. Check distribution of forces in the gudgeon pin, pintle,
strut-arm connection, and diagonal gusset plate regions of the
structure. The free-body diagrams of portions of the gate leaf
and procedures used to obtain section nodal forces are de-
scribed. Force distribution results for specific loadings and
analysis conditions are detailed.

e. The final task in the overall scope of work for the Phase B
study involved the following set of prioritized analysis
conditions:

(1) Find the distribution of dead load and jacking and diag-
onal prestressing loads to skin plate, diaphragms,
girders, and gusset plates.

(2) Determine the distribution of forces in the strut-arm con-
nection area for temporal head loading.

(3) Find gate leaf stresses and deformations due to tempera-
ture loads and high pool/low pool loading on a mitered
gate.

(4) Discuss the distribution of forces and stresses in verti-
cal diaphragms during prestressing, normal hydrostatic,
and temporal head loading conditions.

15. The work conducted under Phase B of the overall investigation of

the structural performance of miter gates is organized into two principal
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parts. First, the fine mesh model and model verification procedures are de-

scribed. Then, organized into separate sections according to analysis condi-

tions used, the results of specific analysis are presented. Finally, a sum-

mary of the principal findings of the Phase B study, a statement of malor

conclusions, and recommendations for further work are presented.

Summary and Conclusions

16. The following conclusions are based on the Phase B results:

a. The Phase B fine mesh analysis, as was the case of the Phase A
coarse mesh, was unable to accurately predict the out-of-plane
warping of the gate leaf due to dead load alone with no pre-
stressing diagonals in place. Therefore, it is the opinion of
the authors that:

(1) There may be certain behavioral characteristics that have
not been adequately modeled, and/or

(2) There may be certain in situ conditions which were not
known and not modeled, and/or

(3) There may be certain construction sequences which affected
the behavior, but which were not modeled.

b. Comparisons between the fine and coarse mesh indicated that the
coarse mesh produced the same overall behavior with similar
values of joint displacements, support reactions, and stress
contours in the skin plate. The comparison also indicated that
the stress distributions were vastly different in the horizon-
tal girder webs and in the interior vertical diaphragms. This
was due to the element type and mesh size differences in these
regions. However, since the CM produced the same overall dis-
placement behavior, and was less expensive to analyze, and also
since it was believed that the resultant nodal force distribu-
tions were very similar between the coarse and fine meshes
(even though some stress distributions were not), it was de-
cided that the coarse mesh should be used in this study.

c. The Phase B prestressing superposition procedure that was for-
mulated to produce diagonal prestressing forces which matched
the field-measured values also produced miter end displacements
which were not plumb. This was expected since matching pre-
stressing forces was the goal, rather than producing a plumb
miter end.

d. The stress levels throughout the gate are low for the dead load
case alone (LOAD 11).

e. During prestressing, the critical stresses occur when the lack-
ing force is applied with the negative diagonal in place. This
is expected.

f. The flow of the force in the gate leaf due to the temporal
loading for gate closing is primarily through horizontal
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girders 1, 2, 16, 17, and 18 (i.e., the top two girders and the
bottom three girders). In addition, in this case, the positive

diagonal picks up 82.6 k in tension, while the negative diagonal

picks up 140.1 k in compression.

. Gravity loads were observed to be distributed largely through
the skin plate into the quoin post region, and then down to the
pintle support. This was expected.

h. Flow of forces due to hydrostatic loads is primarily horizontal
through the horizontal girders. This confirms the assumptions
used to perform the design of the horizontal girders by hand.
However, computer computed stresses could not be used to verify
girder stresses computed by hand. This is due to the fact that
hand-calculation procedures for girder stresses use effective
widths, while the FE model used the full skin plate to resist
applied loads.

i. The temperature loading used in this study did not produce
significant reactions or stresses in the gate. However, a more
accurate representation of the temperature distribution in the
gate is needed before temperature can be ruled out as causing
adverse effects.

1. Force flow due to the prestressing procedure appeared consis-
tent with the twisting and bending actions of the gate under
the application of the lacking force.

k. Diaphragm stresses were noted to be highest during application
of jacking in the prestressing procedure.

Recommendations

17. The following recommendations are made:

a. Field measurements should be made of the Bankhead miter gate in
its in situ state to determine if there are physical conditions
not considered by the computer model.

b. A new miter gate under construction should be selected and
carefully monitored as to construction procedures, physical
dimensions, etc., and careful measurements made of gate defor-
mations during the various phases of construction. This new
gate could then be used to revise the computer modeling proce-
dures used herein.

c. Additional, and possibly more critical, loading conditions
should be investigated. These include uneven miter in combina-
tion with normal operating loadings, wear of quoin or miter
blocks, misalignment of quoin or miter bearings, etc.

d. A more refined model of the connection detail of the prestress-
ing diagonals and the gusset plates should be developed and its
influence determined.

e. Displacement, due to temperature effects, of the coarse mesh
model of Phase B should be displayed.
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Phase C Study

Objectives

18. The objectives of the Phase C work were to:

a. Develop a more refined model of the connection of the pre-
stressing diagonals to the gusset plates. Figure 1 shows the
refinement used at the ends of the prestressing diagonals at
joints 'DCI', 'DC2', 'DC3', and 'DC4'.

b. Determine the influence of the refined diagonal connections on
the prestressing superposition procedure, on the alignment of
the miter end, and on the distribution of boundary nodal forces
in the free-body near the pintle and in the free-body near the
gudgeon pin. Figure 2 shows a view of the free-body used near
the pintle, and Figure 3 shows a view of the free-body used
near the gudgeon pin.

c. Display the displacements of the CM model of Phase B due to the
effects of temperature alone.

Summary

19. The more refined diagonal connection model of the Phase C work

caused the following changes of results when compared with the original CM

Phase B model:

a. The stiffness of the gate with respect to a downstream unit
displacement increased 13 percent for the intermediate jacking
case (only a negative diagonal in place), and increased 20 per-
cent for the fully prestressed case (both positive and negative
diagonal in place).

b. The superposition factors fl V f2 ' and f3 changed a great

deal. However, the changes were such that they had a small
effect on the final force distribution in the gate.

c. The prestressing jacking force decreased by 16 percent.

d. For the intermediate Jacking load case, relatively large
changes occurred in the resultant boundary nodal forces in the
region of the pintle and gudgeon pin, with a weighted average
overall decrease of approximately 18.9 percent. This appears
to be consistent with the decrease in jacking force of
16 percent.

e. For the fully prestressed state, relatively small changes
occurred in the resultant boundary nodal forces in the region
of the pintle and gudgeon pin, with a weighted average overall
increase of approximately 0.88 percent.

f. Displacements due to temperature effects alone in the Phase B
coarse mesh are less than 0.1 in., and therefore are negligible
for the temperature loads considered.

A-,
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Conclusions

20. On the basis of the above summary of results, it is concluded that

although the more refined mesh diagonal connection model caused somewhat

smaller resultant nodal forces, on the average, and a smaller jacking force,

the final resultant nodal force distribution for the fully prestressed state

is, on the average, essentially the same as that for the Phase B CM model.

Therefore, the results from the Phase B study are still considered valid for

purposes of evaluating the gate behavior during and after prestressing

(although they are somewhat conservative during prestressing).

0
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PART III: SUMMARY OF REPORT 2, "SIMPLIFIED

FRAME MODEL (PHASE D)"

Scope

21. Report 2 explains Phase D (Phase B-simplified frame model study of

Report 1) and describes simplified frame models S1 and S2. This summary high-

lights the findings of this study and presents a comparison with the previous

report and recommendation for use of simplified models in design.

Problem Description

22. Report 2 contains a continuation of performance studies of the

lower miter gate of the John Hollis Bankhead Lock and Dam on the Black WarrioT

River, Ala. The results reported herein are a direct continuation of the

Phase B work detailed in Report 1, and are related to:

a. The development of alternate configurations (models 4 and 5) of
the miter gate wherein a truss system is used on the downstream
face of the gate, causing the gate to behave like a torque

tube.

b. The development of a simplified frame model using predominately
space frame members to model the entire gate.

23. The alternate configuration model studies are reported in Reports 3

through 5, while the simplified frame model study is reported hprein.

Objectives

24. The objective of continuing the Phase B work and study was to:

a. Develop simplified frame models wherein space frame members are
used to model the skin plate, all horizontal girder and verti-
cal diaphragm webs and flanges, all end and intermediate cross-
ing plates, all web stiffeners, and the prestressing diagonals.
In addition, a few finite elements (FE) were used to model the
strut arm and prestressing diagonal connection points.

b. Compare gross force distributions between the simplified frame

models and the Phase C model of Report 1.

c. Present recommendations related to the use of simplified frame
models.
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Summary

25. Simplified frame models SI and S2 used in place of the Phase C

finite element model (FEM) of the gate leaf produced results which, in gen-

eral, were considerably different from corresponding values for the Phase C

FEM. In particular:

a. Model S1 consisted of space frame members only (except at
diagonal and strut arm gusset plate attachment points), and
without diagonals to represent skin, web, and diaphragm plates.
Model Si was 26 to 46 percent less stiff than the Phase C FEM

during prestressing and also produced much larger unprestressod
dead load deflections.

b. Model S2 consisted of space frame members and diagonals to
represent skin, web, and diaphragm plates. Model S2 was 7
to 42 percent less stiff than the Phase C FEM during prestress-
ing and produced much larger unprestressed dead load deflec-
tions. Hence, diagonal space truss members were largely in-
effective in providing the needed additional stiffness required
to bring simplified frame and CM FEM's into agreement. How-
ever, the diagonals did add considerable complexity in the form
of a large increase in the number of members to the model but,
apparently, the displacement and stiffness results do not jus-
tify their use.

c. A comparison of boundary nodal forces for free bodies in the
gudgeon and pintle regions of simplified frame models S1 and S2
to the Phase C FEM reveals significant discrepancies in the
predicted gross force distributions in these regions. While

selected values of force and moment resultants agree at certain
nodal points, there is no consistent pattern evident in the
force comparisons. This is to be expected, however, in view of
the substantial variations in overall gate leaf stiffness
between the frame and FEM's.

d. The absolute and normalized (i.e., relative) values of gross
resultant forces for the prestressing loads vary by an amount
which is sufficiently great. This indicates that the Simpli-
fied Frame Model approach is unreliable for the purpose of pre-

dicting gross force distributions for cases o € prestressing
loads.

e. A substantial amount of effort must be expended in preparing

the member property data (by hand) for the simplified frame
models, when compared with the relatively straight-forward pro-
cess of recording plate thicknesses for the FEM. These hand
computations require that many assumptions be made with regard

to effective width of plates, influence of stiffeners, the use
7. of end joint size, and member eccentricity effects in setting

up the model. By using simple frame models, it is unclear at
this point. What will be the combined effect of these simpli-
fying assumptions on the predicted performance of the gate
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leaf? Presumably, the simpler frame models make the task of
evaluating the flow of forces throughout the gate an easier one
(hence the forces are more directly useful for the designer),
but results presented herein suggest that models Si and S2 do
not yield the correct member forces.

Conclusions and Recommendations

26. On the basis of the above summary and if it is assumed that the FEM

of the Phase C report is the baseline for comparison, it is concluded that

simplified frame models of the type of miter gates considered herein are not

suitable for the reliable prediction of gross force distributions for the load

cases relating to the prestressing procedures. It appears that the only

analysis model which has a reasonable chance to predict such gross force

distributions is an FEM similar to the Phase C model. However, the difficulty

in predicting the downstream dead load deflections prior to field measured

prestressing is still an issue for the FEM. In order to resolve this issue,

it is suggested that a special analysis procedure be formulated and executed

in an attempt to model a number of heretofore unaddressed influences

including:

a. Sequential construction procedures followed in the field to
include the layered construction techniques, intermediate tie
backs to provide alignment, and others.

b. Initial stress states that may be induced by welding practices.
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PART IV: SUMMARY OF REPORT 3, "ALTERNATE CONFIGURATION MITER

GATE FINITE ELEMENT STUDIES--OPEN SECTIONS"

Scope

27. This study resulted from recommendations from the CASE Project Task

Group on Miter Gates concerning the studies described in Report 1. This sum-

mary comments on and highlights specific sections of this report.

Problem

28. Consideration of the conclusions and recommendations of the studies

in Report I led to a decision to explore ways to increase the torsional stiff-

ness of the gate leaf to reduce twisting due to dead load, Report 3. Finite

element model II of the Phase A study was selected as a basis for investiga-

tion of alternative configurations. This investigation would explore the

advantages which might be associated with using additional diagonal and ver-

tical bracing elements on the downstream face of the horizontally framed miter

gate.

Objectives

29. The first alternative model, referred to in Report 3 as model 4,

was to contain vertical and diagonal bracing elements over the entire down-

stream face of the gate (with the new bracing hinged or rigidly connected to

each horizontal girder that was intersected). The second model, alternative

model 5, contained two panels of x-bracing over the downstream face between

horizontal girders 2 to 18 with the new bracing members also hinged or rigidly

connected to each horizontal girder that was intersected. It was believed

that the new models, alternative configuration models 4 and 5, would not con-

tain any of the disadvantages of the double-skin plate or torque-tube models

considered in Report 4, since the downstream face of the gate would contain no

closed sections. Therefore, maintenance and inspection of the gate would be

only slightly more difficult and expensive than that of a conventional gate

due to the added members on the downstream face. In addition, fabrication of

the gate leaf should be less expensive than the Report 4 torque-tube or
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double-skin plate structures since there are no closed sections in the new

alternate configuration models.

Approach

30. The open section alternative configuration study is defined as

follows:

a. Modify the conventional gate model (Phase A, model II) to
include the new diagonal and/or vertical bracing elements.
Generate separate models to evaluate the effect of hinging or
rigidly connecting the new bracing members. This step resulted
in four new models, models 4, 4R, 5, and 5R, with the R denot-
ing moment releases or hinging at the start and end of the new
bracing members.

b. Analyze the model for dead load. Evaluate the torsional
stiffness.

c. Determine the jacking force and the resulting forces in the
diagonals due to the prestressing procedure by using the proce-
dure from the Phase A studies (Report 1) that ensured a plumb
condition of the miter end after prestressing.

d. Evaluate deflections and stress distributions due to hydro-
static, temporal, dead load, and jacking loading conditions.

e. Compare the results for the new models with results for the
conventional gate, double-skin plate, and torque-tube model 3
where appropriate.

Summary

31. This study represents the first step in evaluation of the two

alternate miter gate configurations proposed by the CASE Miter Gate Task

Group. The new models do not have the problems associated with the fabrica-

tion, maintenance, or inspection as do the double-skin plate or torque-tube

models investigated in previous studies. In addition, the new models provide

better overall behavioral characteristics than a conventional gate design.

32. All models, models 4, 4R (a variation on model 4), 5, and 5R (a

variation on model 5), were considerably stiffer than the conventional gate

model when subjected to dead loading. Models 4 and 4R produced almost the

same out-of-plumb deflection as the recommended torque-tube model, model 3 in

Report 4. Although models 5 and 5R were more flexible than models 4 and 4R,

they still produce out-of-plumb deflections considerably less than the
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conventional gate model (1.7 in. versus 8.9 in.). Models 5 and 5R were only

slightly heavier than the conventional gate (580 kips versus 572 kips, respec-

tively) while models 4 and 4R were considerably heavier at 619 kips dead

weight.

33. The end connections of the new bracing members had a negligible

effect on the reactions or displacements of the gate but had a considerable

effect on the forces in the bracing members. The high stress due to combined

axial force and bending moments in the bracing members of models 4 and 5 for

LOADINGS 12 and 13 indicated that rigid connections should not be used for the

bracing members. Therefore, models 4 and 5 should not be considered.

Although stresses were also high in models 4R and 5R (±30 ksi in magnitude),

an iterative analysis and design process should find an acceptable section

reducing the high stresses since these stresses are due to axial load only.

The original section, the WT5x34, was chosen only as a starting point for the

purposes of evaluating the new alternate configurations.

34. Both models 4R and 5R produced acceptable behavior when subjected

to the hydrostatic and temporal loadings. The overall behavior due to both of ,

these loadings was very close to that of the conventional gate. Stresses in

the new bracing members were found to be much lower for these loadings than

for the jacking and prestressing loadings.

35. Further evaluation of models 4R and 5R reveals that model 4R has

other negative aspects in addition to the added weight mentioned previously.

The fabrication of model 4R could be more expensive and time consuming due to

the large number of vertical and horizontal bracing members and the added con-

nections. In addition, model 4R required a Jacking force during prestressing
of 437.80 kips, while model 5R required only 212 kips.

Recommendations

36. Due to the reasons stated above, model 5R is recommended over

model 4R for further evaluation. More detailed studies are warranted to

determine if the stresses in the new bracing members due to the jacking and

prestressing loading, the sensitivity of the overall behavior due to the sizes

of the new bracing elements, or the sensitivity of the overall behavior due to

slight alterations in the bracing configuration can be lowered to acceptable

values. Should these studies determine that model 5R is still an acceptable
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alternate configuration, the next step should be an overall optimization of

the gate leaf, considering the complete system rather than taking an existing

structure designed by existing techniques and adding the new bracing members.

The final step is the development of a methodology for design office

engineers--a revision to the engineer manual for miter gates.
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PART V: SUMMARY OF REPORT 4, "ALTERNATE CONFIGURATION MITER
GATE FINITE ELEMENT STUDIES--CLOSED SECTIONS"

Scope

37. The Report 4 study is an alternative to the open configuration

studied in Report 3, and this summary gives an overview by presenting specific

sections of the report.

Problem and Objectives

38. Initially, the purpose of this investigation was to explore the

potential advantages which may be associated with use of a double-skin plate

system rather than the single-skin plate arrangement used in conventional

miter gate structures. In particular, the displacement and stress states, the

torsional stiffnesses, and the shear center locations of the single- and

double-skin plate models were to be compared.

39. Later, the decision was made to study the potential advantages

associated with several models having a double-skin plate over only a portion

of the gate leaf. These so-called "torque-tube" models would provide zones of

greatly increased torsional stiffness in localized regions of the gate,

thereby yielding a savings in weight and material as well as improved access

to closed cells compared with a full double-skin plate arrangement. Three

cases were to be investigated: first, with torque tubes added only at the top

and bottom of the leaf; second, with torque tubes positioned at the top, bot-

tom, and sides of the conventional gate leaf; and third, with torque tubes on

the sides of the conventional gate leaf model.

40. In addition to determining the dead load stresses and displace-

ments, torsional stiffnesses, and shear center locations, the effect of the

lacking and prestressing procedure was studied. Since two of the models used

torque tubes on the sides of the conventional gate leaf, the effect of a ver-

tical access hole in the webs of the horizontal girders was investigated.

Finally, the performance of two of the torque-tube models, one subjected to

hydrostatic loading with the gate in the mitered position and the other sub-

jected to hydrostatic resistance with the gate closing, is presented.
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Approach

41. The study is defined in terms of the following tasks:

a. Modify the Phase A FEM by adding a 5/8-in. skin plate full
height between end diaphragms on the downstream face of the
structure (double-skin plate model). Horizontal girder flange
elements covered by the added skin plate are to be removed but
flanges in the quoin and miter end regions shall remain. Re-
sults included dead load displacements, gross stresses in
selected regions of the gate, and required diagonal prestress-
ing and jacking forces.

b. Find the torsional stiffness of the double-skin plate structure
without diagonals by introducing a unit displacement loading
condition at the bottom of the gate.

c. Estimate and compare the shear center locations for the Phase A
and double-skin plate miter gate models. Assume that the shear
center can be determined by an analysis in which external Jack-
ing forces are applied to the upstream and downstream nodes of
the miter end diaphragm to cancel gudgeon pin reactions and to
return the gate to plumb position.

d. Modify the double-skin plate model by deleting portions of the
downstream skin plate to generate the torque-tube models.

(1) Model 1 - downstream skin plate at the top and bottom.

(2) Model 2 - downstream skin plate at the top, bottom, and
both sides.

(3) Model 3 - downstream skin plate on the sides only.

For all torque-tube models, horizontal and vertical flange mem-
bers on the downstream face were removed when covered by the
torque tubes. Results include dead load displacement, gross
stresses in selected regions of the gate, as well as torsional
stiffness and shear center locations of models 1 and 2.

e. Choose between model 2 and model 3 for further studies. The
additional studies are to include the prestressing procedure
and the torsional stiffness of the gate with diagonals. Use
the prestressing procedure described in Report 1 to insure
plumbness of the gate after prestressing the diagonals. A
report can be written on the jacking force required for pre-
stressing and the resulting forces in the diagonals due to the
prestressing procedure.

f. Repeat Phase 2b for model I - the top and bottom torque tubes
only.

&. Evaluate the effect on the overall behavior of the gate by add-
ing a vertical access hole measuring 2.5 ft square in the webs
of horizontal girders I to 17 on the chosen model 2 or 3.

h. Evaluate deflections and stress distributions due to hydro-
static, temporal, dead load, and jacking loading conditions on
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the chosen model. Perform this phase with and without the
diagonals, where appropriate.

i. Repeat Phase 2e model I with prestressing diagonals.

42. The findings of tasks 1 to 4 above are presented with the double-

skin plate model and the torque-tube models (models 1, 2, and 3). Static

analysis results for dead load are discussed and compared with selected dis-

placements and stresses from the Phase A model. The approximate position of

the shear center is described for the double-skin plate model and torque-tube

models I and 2. The behavior of the various models due to the jacking and

prestressing procedure is given and due to hydrostatic and temporal loadings

is documented.

Conclusions

43. The analyses indicate that the double-skin plate model is a con-

siderably stiffer structure than the original Bankhead design. The dead load

out-of-plumb deflection at the miter end was predicted to be 0.044 in. for the

double-skin model as compared with 8.907 in. for model II from the Phase A

miter gate report. This large reduction in the deflection is due to the fact

that the shear center is much closer to the center of gravity than approxi-

mated by the calculations in section 2.4 and also that the torsional stiffness

of a gate with closed cross section is much larger than that of the original

Bankhead design with open cross sections.

44. The four torque-tube models (models 1, 2, 3, and 3H) have dead load

deflection values and torsional stiffnesses which lie in between the conven-

tional and double-skin plate designs. Torque-tube model 1 (with horizontal

torque tubes at bottom and top of the gate only) weighs about the same as the

conventional design, is slightly less stiff in torsion (without diagonals),

and has enough out-of-plumb displacement (3.5 in.) that some prestressing

diagonal system would probably be required to plumb the gate leaf. The addi-

tion of diagonals approximately doubles the torsional stiffness of model 1.

Torque-tube model 2 (with torque tubes at top, bottom, and sides), on the

other hand, weighs about 4 percent more than the conventional gate but is

approximately 4.5 times as stiff in torsion (without diagonals) and has an

out-of-plumb displacement of only 0.45 in. Torque-tube model 3 (with torque

tubes on the sides only) also weights about 4 percent more than the
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conventional gate. It is approximately 4.02 times as stiff without diagonals

and 4.5 times as stiff with diagonals as the conventional gate witn diagonals.

In addition, the out-of-plumb displacement is just slightly greater (0.51 in.)

than the displacement of model 2 (0.45 in.).

45. Although the double-skin plate model is stiffer than the original

Bankhead model, there are several disadvantages in using the double-skin

plate: (1) increased amount of steel required (approximately 10 percent),

(2) the increased cost and/or difficulty in fabricating the closed sections,

and (3) the increased maintenance costs and difficulty of inspection of the

enclosed regions. The torque-tube models, however, models 2 and 3 in partic-

ular, appear to offer promise of increased stiffness and reduced dead load

deflection, without the problem of access to enclosed regions associated with

a full downstream skin plate. In addition, torque-tube model 3 does not re-

quire horizontal access holes to be cut in the webs of the vertical diaphragms

between girders 17 and 18 as would be necessary in model 2. For this reason

as well as the negligible decrease in stiffness of model 3 when compared with

model 2, model 3 was selected for further studies. The further studies

included the following:

a. The effect of a 2.5-ft square access hole in the web of
girders 1 to 17 in each of the two side torque tubes.

b. The behavior of model 1 with diagonals and model 3 with diago-
nals during the prestressing procedure.

c. The behavior of model I with diagonals and model 3 with and
without diagonals due to hydrostatic and temporal loading.

46. The access hole in model 3H produced a negligible difference in the

out-of-plumb displacement of model 3 as discussed in section 2.3. In addi-

tion, the differences in the behavior due to the hydrostatic loading were also

negligible. Therefore, the access holes have little effect on the gross be-

havior of model 3.

47. The jacking and prestressing procedure produced extremely different

behavior between model 1 and model 3. Although model 3 required almost twice

the jacking force as model I during the prestressing procedure, model 3

yielded significantly lower stresses in the end vertical diaphragm near the

miter end. The maximum stresses in the skin plate during Jacking were

approximately the same but the distribution of stresses was considerably dif-

ferent. The final forces in the diagonals were much lower in model 3 than in
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model 2 thereby raising the issue of whether or not diagonals are needed in

model 3.

48. The hydrostatic loading with the gate in the mitered position

yielded negligible differences in the reactions and skin plate stresses as

reported in section 4.2 for model 1 with diagonals, model 3 with and without

diagonals, and model 3H with diagonals. The diagonals do not contribute

significantly to the behavior of the gate when the gate is fully mitered. The

access hole had a negligible effect on the overall behavior of the gate due to

the hydrostatic loading.

49. The temporal loading condition presented in section 4.3 also illus-

trated the advantages of model 3 over model I and the conventional gate model.

The twist at the miter end for model 3 with and without diagonals was less

than one-half the twist of the conventional gate. Again, the diagonals in

model 3 contributed little to the overall stiffness of the gate.

50. These studies have shown that torque-tube model 3 offers several

advantages over conventional gates as well as the other torque-tube models and

the double-skin plate model. A question yet to be answered concerns the need

for diagonals and the associated prestressing procedure. The diagonals were

found to only slightly alter the torsional stiffness and stress distributions

due to hydrostatic and temporal loadings. The effect of the vertical access

hole was also found to be negligible on the overall behavior of the gate.

Therefore, model 3 appears to offer an excellent alternative to conventional

gate design.

A
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PART VI: SUMMARY OF REPORT 5, "ALTERNATE CONFIGURATION MITER

GATE FINITE ELEMENT STUDIES--ADDITIONAL CLOSED SECTIONS"

Scope

51. The study stemmed from findings of the CASE Project Task Group on

Miter Gates regarding the studies described in Reports I and 4. The summary

gives the reader insight concerning information that may be obtained in this

report.

Problem and Objectives

52. In this Report 5 study, two of the more promising torque-tube

models from the Report 4 studies were refined further to determine their be-

havior under dead load, torsional stiffness, prestressing, and hydrostatic and

temporal loading conditions. The first, referred to as model 1L, contains

torque tubes along the top and bottom of the gate leaf which span three hori-

zontal girders instead of two as in earlier investigations. In the second

model, model 3S, side torque tubes in earlier studies were reduced in size to

cover only the region from the end diaphragms to a point midway between the

end and first interior diaphragms at both ends of the gate leaf. Then, to

form the torque tube, an intermediate vertical diaphragm was added at both

locations to form the closed vertical cells. Results of these studies of

improved torque-tube models are presented in Report 5.

53. As a final step in the present study, the conventional miter gate

leaf model, referred to as model II in the Phase A/B studies (Report 1), was

modified to consider the influence of doubling the cross-sectional area of the

diagonals on dead load displacements, torsional stiffness, and response to

temporal loading. Only the cross-sectional areas of the diagonal members were

changed to produce the modified form of Phase A model II used in this investi-

gation. Report I should be consulted for a detailed description of this

model, but dead load displacements and torsional stiffness values and response

to temporal loading are presented in chapters 2 to 4 for comparison with

torque-tube model results.
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Approach

54. The approach of work for the present study of modified torque-tube

models encompasses the following activities:

a. Prepare a refined torque-tube model of the gate leaf which
includes torque tubes at top and bottom of the gate covering
two cells between the three horizontal girders at each location
(model IL). Use 5/8-in. plate and analyze behavior with and
without diagonals. Determine dead load displacements, tor-

sional stiffness, effect of jacking and prestressing, and
response to hydrostatic and temporal loadings. Study stress
patterns in critical regions of the gate leaf. Compare results
with previous values for conventional and closed section alter-
nate configuration studies.

b. Repeat (1) above for a refined torque-tube model containing
vertical torque tubes along both ends (quoin, miter) of the
gate leaf (model 3S). These side torque tubes are to extend
from the end diaphragm to a point midway between end and first
interior diaphragms at both locations. The tubes are to be
completed by the addition of new vertical diaphragms at the

midway points.

c. Reanalyze Phase A model II (of the conventional gate leaf
structure) using prestressing diagonals which have twice the
cross-sectional area of previous models. Find gate leaf
response to dead and temporal loadings, and compare its tor-
sional stiffness with the conventional model. Use a superposi-
tion analysis procedure to plumb the gate leaf, not to control
the values of the prestressing forces in the diagonals.

In Report 4, a double-skin plate model was assembled in which a full skin

plate was added between end diaphragms on the downstream side of the actual

gate leaf model. As a result, dead load displacements were reduced by a fac-

tor of 200 and torsional stiffness was increased by a fa-tor of 29.5 compared

to the conventional gate model without diagonals, but the weight of the gate

leaf was increased by approximately 10 percent. When the problems of in-

creased fabrication costs and reduced access to closed cells on the gate were

added to possible difficulties in plumbing the structure, the concept of a

full double-skin plate was discarded. However, this concept gave rise to a

number of "torque-tube" models in which a double-skin plate was used only over

a portion of the downstream face of the leaf to provide localized regions of

high torsional stiffness. Previous studies considered the performance im-

provements and associated cost impacts of using torque tubes along the top and

bottom only, along the sides only, and along both top, bottom, and sides of

the conventional gate leaf. In general, these torque-tube models offered
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increased torsional stiffness and reduced dead load displacement compared to

the conventional gate design, but the percentage of improvements were not as

dramatic as that reported above for the double-skin plate model. At the same

time, these torque-tube models were found to be lighter and less costly to

fabricate, while offering improved access to closed cells, compared to the

double-skin plate arrangement. Detailed results of these investigations of

closed section alternate configuration models for miter gates may be found in

Report 4. Key results from past studies are summarized in this report,

wherever appropriate, for comparison with values generated in the present

study of several improved models.

55. For completeness, it should be noted that a number of open-section

alternate configuration miter gate leaf models were also studied as described

in Report 3. In these open-section models, different arrangements of diagonal

bracing were employed on the downstream side in an attempt to achieve the same

performance improvements offered by the torque-tube models while, at the same

time, to permit ready access to all regions of the gate leaf for inspection

purposes. The results of the study showed that gate performance improvements

comparable to those of the torque-tube models could be achieved with certain

open-section models, but the associated weight increase and fabrication prob-

lems made them unacceptable.

Conclusions

56. The analyses of model II Phase A with enlarged diagonals and of

torque-tube models IL and 3S have focused on their performance characteris-

tics, relative to conventional model II and torque-tube models 1 and 3, in the

following areas: (1) dead weight and out-of-plumb displacements; (2) tor-

sional stiffness values; (3) jacking and diagonal forces due to prestressing;

(4) response to hydrostatic and temporal loadings; (5) and reaction forces and

stress states associated with hydrostatic, temporal, and jacking and pre-

stressing loadings. The aforementioned tables present summary data to support

the principal findings of the study which are discussed below.

57. First, enlarging the diagonals to twice the cross-sectional area %

values used for model II Phase A results in generally undesirable changes to

the present, or conventional, model of the gate leaf. Its weight is increased

by 3 percent which causes a 5 percent increase in dead load deflection. At
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the same time, the torsional stiffness of the gate is increased only 15 per-

cent by the larger diagonals yielding a modest 13 percent reduction in twist

displacements due to temporal loading. For jacking and prestressing opera-

tions, a 24 percent (or 50-kip) increase in jacking force is required for the

enlarged diagonal case and the final diagonal forces are increased by 20

to 30 percent over corresponding values for the conventional model II. Over-

all, model II with doubled diagonals appears to be an uneconomical and largely

ineffective (although simple) approach to improve gate performance.

58. A comparison of torque-tube models 1 and IL reveals that model IL

offers significant improvements over model i in that dead load displacements

are reduced to one half of model 1 in that dead load displacements are reduced

to one half of model I values while dead weight of the leaf increases by only

7 kips (1.2 percent) due to the increase in size of horizontal torque tubes.

At the same time, model IL offers a 37 percent improvement in torsional stiff-

ness and a 30 percent reduction in gate twist due to temporal loading compared

with model 1. However, models 1 and IL each produce areas of concentrated

stresses in the quoin end diaphragm due to jacking. Finally, model IL has the

requirement for additional horizontal access holes for inspection of the

enlarged top and bottom torque tubes.

59. Models 3 and 3S offer a more uniform distribution of stiffness and

stress than model 1 or 1L. Model 3 has greatly increased torsional stiffness

and, thus, a small dead load deflection value. However, model 3 is 15 kips or

more (approximately 3 percent) heavier than models 1, 1L, or 3S and may be too

stiff in that the required jacking force for model 3 exceeds that for

models 1L and 3S by, roughly, 160 kips. On the other hand, model 3S has the

same desirable attribute of uniformity of stress distribution as model 3 but

requires approximately the same level of jacking force as conventional

model II.

Final Recommendations

60. In summary, model 3S appears to offer the most promise of the

torque-tube models studies to date and is recommended as the model worthy of

further investigation. In particular, a more refined model should be used in

any further investigation to insure that the model is producing a reasonably

accurate prediction of the state of stress in the gate leaf and to aid in the
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understanding of the flow of force through the gate. Although the stress con-

tour plots used in this study helped pinpoint localized areas of high stress

in the end diaphragms, torque tubes, and other components, more definitive

design information is needed before any of the torque-tube models can be

designed by staff engineers.

.4
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PART VII: SUMMARY OF REPORT 6, "ELASTIC BUCKLING OF GIRDERS
IN HORIZONTALLY FRAMED MITER GATES"

Scope

61. Elastic buckling of girders in horizontally framed miter gates is

the particular concern of study in Report 6. This summary attempts to prepare

the reader for the in depth study presented in Report 6.

Objectives

62. The primary objective of this research investigation was to study

linear elastic buckling behavior of one horizontal girder in the Bankhead gate

and to evaluate current Corps of Engineers design procedures in light of the

predicted buckling loads and modal displacement patterns of the FE analysis.

Girder G-10 was selected as a representative component for the in-depth study,

and a variety of different FEM's of it were developed to study its local

buckling (i.e., weak axis) and overall buckling (i.e., strong axis) charac-

teristics for symmetric modes only. Only one half of the girder was modeled

in these studies and appropriate symmetry boundary conditions imposed at the

girder centerline in the elgenvalue analysis by the stiffness method. Several

different FORTRAN computer programs were used to assemble the models in the

local and overall buckling analyses, and an iteration scheme was employed in

each program to solve for the lowest buckling mode and the associated mode

shape.

63. Preliminary findings of the buckling study were presented to the

Miter Gate Task Group at its meeting of 22-24 March 1983 in Atlanta, Georgia.

Based on the guidance and recommendations of the Task Group members, the study

was continued and the results of the overall investigation of girder buckling

are summarized in this report. Results presented herein are the final

publication.

Approach

64. One half of girder G-10 shown in Figure 4 was selected as typical

of the other 17 girders in the gate leaf and FEM's were developed for the half
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girder. The global XY coordinate system was used in all studies. The timber

fender and intercostal angles were not included in the models, but all trans-

verse and longitudinal stiffeners were represented in the FEM used in local

buckling studies. For the strong axis studies, transverse and longitudinal

stiffeners were not modeled explicitly but all other girder components were

represented by FE's.

65. All girder components were assumed to be 46-ksi steel and the pro-

visions of the 8th Edition of the American Institute of Steel Construction

(AISC) Manual of Steel Construction were assumed to govern in this

investigation.

66. Results of the stability evaluation of girder G-1O are organized

into two parts: local buckling analysis and overall buckling analysis. With-

in each chapter of Report 6, the FEM's and appropriate boundary conditions and

loadings are described, along with a brief review of relevant theory and the

analysis sequence employed. This discussion is then followed by presentation

of results in the form of displaced shapes, stress contours, buckled mode

shapes, and Lambda (M) values (i.e., eigenvalues, or the critical stress

ratios).

67. The conclusions which follow from an evaluation of FE results, in

light of current hand-based procedures, are presented for local and overall

buckling.

68. Alternative analysis approaches are presented which could be used

to study plastic buckling. The associated computer cost of using commercially

available software packages to perform plastic buckling analyses of

girder G-10 are estimated.

69. Overall findings of the study are presented, along with hand compu-

tations and additional plots.

Summary and Conclusions

70. A number of different FEM's of one half of horizontal girder G-10

in the John Hollis Bankhead lower miter gate were assembled to evaluate its

weak and strong axis buckling characteristics for symmetric modes only. The

study was restricted to linear elastic buckling only but an overview of

several procedures for analysis of inelastic buckling was presented to guide

possible future studies. The girder models formulated as part of this
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investigation were viewed as separate structures extracted from the overall

gate leaf. The restraining effect of the skin plate and vertical diaphragms

which tie the whole structure together was accounted for only in the effective

width computations which lead up to a determination of member and element

properties for each girder component. On the basis of current hand design

procedures, propped cantilever boundary conditions were employed throughout

much of the study even though girder behavior for these boundary conditions

was not entirely consistent with results of Phase A and B studies. As a re-

sult, it is not possible to state with complete certainty, on the basis of

these studies, that the girder may not exhibit other buckling modes or that

the gate leaf as a whole might not possess some overall forms of instabilitv

(symmetric or unsymmetLic) which were not detected by this investigation.

71. With the above restrictions in mind, it can be stated that the

principal finding of this study was that girder buckling behavior is much more

localized than current hand-based analysis procedures reflect. Linear elastic

buckling models which are consistent with the K, L, and r assumptions of cur-

rent hand-based procedures were not observed in either the weak or strong axis

investigations. Instead, both weak and strong axis buckling models and re-

sults point to the effectiveness of transverse and longitudinal web stiffeners

in controlling localized web instability. If additional longitudinal web

stiffeners are provided in the models, analvsis results indicate that critical

stress ratios will be correspondingly increased. Eventually, the product of

the critical stress ratio and some measure of the applied stress will exceed

yield stress levels and an elastic analysis is no longer appropriate. This

was the case in the local buckling portion of the study when more than two

rows of longitudinal web stiffeners were present in the Phase A coarse mesh

model. In the strong axis buckling portion of the study, high localized

stresses were observed in the quoin region of the models, while web stresses

in other areas were in reasonable agreement with local buckling study results.

With the addition of more and more web restraints to simulate the effect of

longitudinal web stiffeners in the strong axis study models, girder web

instability shifted to the region at which the size of the downstream flange

is reduced. The mode shape involved web buckling combined with rotation of

the downstream flange at stress levels in the flange and adjacent web which

were well below yield for all cases considered. However, the effect of the

high quoin stresses, although very localized, is unknown.
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72. Finally, it is possible that buckling modes which correspond to the

K, L, and r values and other design parameters used in hand-based analyses do

exist for horizontal girders in miter gates. It appears likely, however, that

such modes are associated with stress levels well in excess of yield which

would require an inelastic analysis to properly evaluate.
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